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WHY STUDENTS PICKET COTTON JUBILEE
Sees Early End To
School Segregadon

Cali For End
Of Celebration

School desegregation in Memphis isn't too
far against segregation and will
away.
help school desegregation in the
That's the prediction of Dr. Thomas F. Pettigrew, long run."
Miss Martelle Trigg of Lea Harvard university professor and an expert
on race Moyne was chairman of the
relations in the southern United States and
in the Race Relations Conference plan-

Memphis Negro college students this
week temporarily shifted their fight for integration
from public facilities to a battle against a 24-year-old
segregated Negro celebration — The Cotton Maker
s Jubilee.
The students Monday threw picket ,lines
around

ning committee.
Union of South Africa.
The scholarly young Harvard- bile, New
Orleans and Dallas
lte made this prediction Satur- are
the Jubilee headquarters and
not too far away.
day at LeMoyne college's anthe
midway and vowed to keep stitution
He
believe
s
there
will be
nual Race Relations conference
just like the library,
them there until the events zoo and other
which attracted a mixed audi- some more violence, "especialfacilities here
ended Friday night,
and just like lunch counters.
ence (by invitation) of more ly when political leaders beg
for
it, and there may be some
Contacted by the Tri-State "We cannot think of
than 100.
any
Defender, Dr. R. Q. Venson reason why it should be conThe speaker said the large in Memphis."
Jubilee founder, said he felt tinued. It doesn't meet
and rich cities in the deea LITTLE ROCK
the
the picketing was "foolish." He standards of a first class celeSouth will be the first to ac- Dr. Pettigrew said other ciwould
issue
a statement after bration and it furthers the
cept any form of school deseg- ties in the South should profit
conferring with the Jubilee cause of
from the mistakes made in Litsegregation.
regation.
The
MOTHER OF THE YEAR — tstrative assistant and
board.
persons who are sponsoring
diree. hams, 1958
"Memphis, according to my tle Rock. "All possible mis- The Southern Regional
Mother
of
the
meetReceiv
ing
award as "Mother tor of professional services at Year,
A spokesman for the students the Jubilee have brainwashed
calculation, should be coming takes were made in Little Rock ing of the National Associa
second from right;
tion of the Year" for 1960 at Ken- the hospital. Witnes
during the desegregating peri- of Negro Musicians
sing the Mrs. Rosie L. Norfleet, 1959 explained why they were pick- the Negroes who participate
along before too long," he
will be nedy VA Hospital is Mrs. ceremo
said. od,"
ny are Chaplain Lee Mother of the Year, right; eting the celebration. Asking into believing that a segregathe added.
He predicted that Atlanta
held at Owen
college,
370 Edith Sims, standing center. A. Thigpe
will
n, jr., protestant and Mrs. Ida Townsend, 19'37 that his name be withheld, the ed celebration is better than
desegregate soon and that
South Orleans St., May 14, with
Mo- In preparing for desegreganone at all. We don't believe
She is accepting award from chaplain at Kennedy, second
the
Memph
is
Mother of the Year, in wheel- student said:
tion i he said "real Negro leadMusicians Associ- Carl E.
that
these Negroes are aware
Baumga
rtner,
admenfrom
left;
NEGR
O VERSION
Mrs. Effie Wil- chair. Staff ,hioto by Ilardln.
ers" and not "uncle Toms" ation as host.
of the negative significance of
"We
feel
Severa
that
l
cotton
does
clinics
should take the lead.
and worknothing for Negroes to cause the Cotton Makers Jubilee. We
"Plan carefully and quietly shops in the areas of church
them to celebrate. The Cotton See STUDENTS, Page 2
choral
techniques,
for desegregation, advance a music,
method
s
Makers Jubilee represents the 1111911111101111‘1111111111111111111111101111100teme111
and
procedures in
strong policy that removes any,
11
version of the Cott
chance of a reversal of the de- piano instruction and music
Negro
I
Carnival and does not repreSuitability of the home is to be emphasized as a by engaging
cision, and allow little time be- appreciation are being planned
in promiscuous sent the thinkin
with some of the most out- major factor
tween announcement and actual
in
deter
mining eligibility for Aid to De- conduct either in or outside the who are aware g of Negroes
standing people in this area
of the critica
The first of what is
to be a desegregation," he
pendent Children, according to a statement from Mrs. home, or by having an illegiti- issues which we are facing inl
advised.
monthly feature debuts
"Annou
nce your plan and do it.
C. Frank Scott, commissioner of public welfare.
May 20 when the Abe Friday,
The retrial of 0. Z. Evers'
mate child while receiving an Memphis. By condoning a cotScharff Don't give the opposition time
YMCA stages its "Caval
assista
nce payment from t h e ton celebration. Negroes are suit to desegregate local pub..
"We have been concerned over reports of neglec
cade of to organize," he added.
t Department, or by otherwise paying tribute to the system lie transportation has been
Talent," a _program
consisting MAKE PLANS
and abuse of children as well
that undergirded the entire redocketed for June
of top Memphis persona
27. It
lities.
as low moral standards among
slaver
"Steel
y period. The Cotton Ju- was originally scheduled
See
yourse
ADC,
lves
Page
for
2
opposisale of illegal products, or enThe shows are to be
to
parents," Mrs. Scott said. "Unheld tion from extremists and prebilee is another segregated in- be heard May 16.
gage in prostitution.
every third Friday of
der the law we are responsible
each pare plans for handling
After Atty, H. T. Lockard
them,"
month and for the opening
for child protection and this 3. Repeated conviction of the
pro-', said Dr. Pettigrew.
won a motion to substitute
gram Jeb Stuart, well
parent
or
other
relativ
e
for disknown "In preparing the
policy change is designed to esthe name of new defendants,
and rising Memphis singer,
community
orderly conduct, alcoholism,
will for desegregatio
tablish
a
plan
throug
h
which
Commissioners Jimmy Moore
we
n, you should
be the guest master of
prostit
ution,
or
other
violati
ons
cerecan better carry out this reand William Farris, t h e
onies. The show starts at 7:30 keep all interracial channels
of
law evincing a weakness or
sponsibility."
court permitted the city adopen, keep citizens aware of the
m.
lack of moral structure in the
A
PATRI
ditional time to prepare its
special
CK
review
team
BATTLES
in the home.
Auditions for the program problems, and make sure police
state office will work with the
case.
will be held every Thursday and other public servants are
4. Neglect of the needs of the
servin
In another action, Atty.
county
g
as
speake
offices
rs
in
and
raciall
determ
cony impartial," he went On.
ining
preceding the talent show, from
Lockard filed a suit for Holunsuitability of the home when child by failing to provide prop12 noon to 2 p.m. Singers, "Above all," he added, "work sultants.
er food and clothing where this
lywood
Producer
William
dancers, novelty acts and all to destroy the many deeply en- Registration begins promptly any of the following conditions results, not
from
lack
of
Rowland against the Memat
in9
a.
m.
is
Registr
found
ation
in
fee will
an ADC family:
types of musicians and aetors trenched fallacies that hinder
come, but from use of the in
phis Motion Picture Censor
be $2.00. During the morning CHILD ABUSE
are urged to compete. Musi- desegregation."
come or grant for purposes othBoard
session
seeking an injunction
the
most
outsta
1.
nding
Abuse
of the child physicians are advised to bring their The speaker had praise for feature will be a roundt
er than the procurement of neagainst the board for banable cally or mentally by he
the student sit-ins. "Student
ace
sitbyssities, or neglect of the child
ning the film, "The Rebel
own music.
ins have helped the battl discussion on the theme of the overwork, or other cruel treatBreed."
e meeting, "Let's Make Music— ment,
failure
to
assist
it
in
mainor by improper relations
—
Mrs. J. Hudson McKellar,
taming a satisfactory school atFor Harmony in Life," with with the child.
board chairman, told the
tendance record when not preMrs. Edna
R. Lovelace of 2. Exploitation of
the child vented
Tri-State
Defender
Jackson, Miss. as moderator. by having
"we
by factors outside the
it beg on the streets,
haven't banned that picture."
The afternoon session at 2:30 sell
control
of
the
parent
or
relaor make contracts for the
According to
p. m., will feature Mrs. Lillian
Eli
Arkin,
tive.
Warner theater manager, the
Dunn Perry, first vice-presiCHILD NEGLECT'
picture was never booked.
dent of the NANM, New Or5. Neglect in care of the child
However, Mr. Rowland told
leans, La., as keynote speaker.
by reason of the absence of the
the Defender that the picture
The regional vocal and piano
parents or relatives who leave
was booked into the Warner
eliminations contest set for 4 Miss Carolyn Love was slight- the child
alone in the home, on
theater on March 30 and his
p. m. will bring to the city ly injured early Saturday morn-the
streets, or frequently in the
petition to the court states
outstanding talent from the ing as she and her escort Rozhome
of neighbors, where such
the same thing.
music branches across t h e elle Blanchard were returning
One of the first commence-1t
heir own in a respectable. south.
absence is not due to employRowland said there is a
ent exercises of its kind ever f
The winners will repre- home from the Kappa Alpha
airly remunerative area of em- sent the
ment or other valid require"conspiracy in the South to
Psi
Debuta
eld in Menaphis and the Tr-'
southern region at the
nte Ball.
ployment.
keep
interracial
National meeting of the NANM The 1960 automobile in which ments, but to engagement in
pictures
Mates occurred last
week.
from being shown. They just
the couple was riding hit a social activities or undesirable COLLEGE STUDE
Some 95 practical nurses took Practical nurses 12rform a in August at Dover, Del.
NTS
pickit is segregated. Cotton In- don't want to see Negro perThe contestants represent- parked auto at the corner of pursuits.
part in the ceremony held at very important service in the
et headquarters of the Cot- dustry has given Negroes
former
said s in decent roles,"
Metropolitan Baptist Church field of health and care of the ing the Memphis branch of the Chelsea and University. Miss C. Feeble - mindedness or dis- ton Makers Jubilee Monday
nothing to cheer about, they
ability
sick.
of
They
the
parent
NANM
have
Love,
s
or
will
a
the
be
relasenior
Lois
last weekend.
less specat Melrose high,
Patrick,
after vowing that they will said. Staff photo by Hardin
.
tacular jobs of keeping sick
received stitches in the fore- tives to such extent that the keep pickets in front of
heI I I I I IH I UI I I I I I
It was the first ceremony of
the
See
MUSIC
,
Page
2
people comfortable. They are
parent
cannot
head
give
and
the
child
arm
bruises
the
.
Jubilee scene until Friday
its nature ever held in these
Police charged young Blanch- minimum care necessary to when the celebration ends.
parts for Negro practical nurs- expert bed-makers. They know
how
to
move
a
with hitting the parked auto protect his physical and mental Students said the Jubilee
ard
patient
about.
es. This act is emphasized beThey keep up with medicineafter doctors at John Gaston health.
should be eliminated because
cause it is significant.
taking times. In short, they do
hospital confirmed that neither 7. Failure of the parent or
The training program for the spade work
of
in the matter of
had
be verb
relativ
:geens. drinking ra
ellaet e
provid
ment ef stable
th e
licensed Negro practical nurs- conval
escence and getting well.
for
crn
hi°
1dr-,
es began here in Memphis in
the late 1940s. The courses have GOOD STEAD
been offered at Booker T. Wash- Working under the direction
ington high school, with a com- and Immediate supervision of The Memphis branch
of the
doctors and registered nurses,
petent teacher
provided
NAACP will sponsor one of the
through cooperation of several the practical nurse has an op- biggest rallies in its history
.
portunity to absorb much inforlocal agencies.
mation of a specialized nature. May 17, in celebration of the
Employees of the Sanitation
An average of 25 women per This inform
anniversary of the U. S.
ation serves her in 5th
Department
postponed
a
year have graduated from the good
Supre
Emmet
Little
me
Hawkin
t
Court
decisio
s, jr., One thing is sure. Emmett is threat
n outstead when there is no
ened
strike
for two weeks
classes since they were starled. other
(awing
public
school
segre
gaCannon
11,
of
1238
is
lying
in a off rock throwing for the rest Friday night, according to
health specialist around to
Those who complete the course
assist in emergencies and when tion.
hospital bed in Frank T. Tobey of his life. And the staunch lit- Samuel Baptist, assistant busiatisfactorily are eligible to more
executive secretary of
The
specialized persons are
hospital with a big patch over tle chyrch-goer
eceive a license to practice over
is desperately ness agent of Local 984 of the
of
-taxed in dispensing their the NAACP, Roy Wilkins
what they have learned. They service
New York City, will be the, his left eye and feeling power- looking forward to returning Teamsters union.
s.
can work In Memphis, in the
home and getting started on a Baptist said the men decidfeatured speaker at the m eet- fully low.
An
interes
ting aspect of the ing which will be held at
should
It's not his eye that bothers new
State of Tennessee and :Iseattendance record
Maat ed that a delegation
practical nurses among the Ne- son Temple at
meet with the full City Comhim so much — although it is school.
Viere.
8 p. m.
gro corps in Memphis is the The rally will
mission in an effort to work
mark the end serious — it's the fact that he
TOUGH COURSE
leneral attitude of the women of the current
out their grievances before remembership is going to be a guest of the
Those vrao take the course engage
d in the field. Most of drive and awards will be
sorting to strike action.
made hospital for a while and must
are high school graduates. They :hem
are hien school graduates to ton workers. Paid -out
"The men voted to go out on
life miss his classes at St. Augusmust be able to pass fairly
who all along have displayed members will receive
strike if negotiations with the
plaqurs. tine school.
tough courses in a variety of
qualities of ambition intelli- ROY WILKI
full City Commission are not
NS was unanim- The youngster, a sixth grader
subjects. And they must apply
gence and energy which have ously named
successful," Mr. Baptist told
by the Board of in the parochi
themselves
order to be lent
in
al school had a
them distinction. They con- Directors on April 11, 1955,
the Tri-State Defender.
to two - year perfect
eligible for a license. Those
attendance
stitute a type of woman that is succeed Walter White
Sanitation employees threatwho died
who take the course don't have more
than welcome in a group on March 21. He lives in New record going for him and also
ened
to strike last week end
"gravy
a
train" to ride . . . of people
that needs all t h e York where the Association has a perfect non-tardy mark.
when Public Works Commismeaning, for the uninitiated 'raine
d energy it can corral. its national headquarters
sioner William Farris flatly reat 20 Emmett was struck in t he
. . . that they are not "getting
Despite consideration of fam- West 40th Street, New York
jected
their petition to accept
eye
by
stray
rock
a
while
18,
by." They have to qualify.
ily life . . . most of those tak- New York.
the Teamsters union as their
playing with other kids last
And that's just like it should
ing the training are married He joined the staff of
bargaining agency.
the week. Mrs. Hawkins said the
be. It lends something to a
.
"Now the men feel that the
person's self-respect when he . . despite the more or less NAACP in 1931 as Assistant doctor assured her that Emexacting requirements of the Executive Secretary and
whole Commission should act
was mitt's eye stands a good chance
knows he qualifies. Memphis
courses they must take, the Editor of the Crisis, the monthon their wishes instead of Comnow has in eicess, of 200 trainof recovery although delicate
practical nurses display a de- ly magazine that is the official
missioner Farris alone," Mr.
ed Negro women ih the field
surger
necess
y
ary.
was
NAACP, from
Baptist said.
it
. of practical nursine. Their termination of spirit and per- organ of the
Quite a sportsman, proficient
Memphis sanitation Departervices are being utilized in sistence that can only be de- 1934 to 1949. From 1950 to his
in baseball, swimming a n d
comme
scribed
ndhighly
as
electio
as
execut
n
ive
ment employees who collect the
secretary,
ospitals, private homes, and
Mr. Wilkins served as admin- skating, Emmett is really upcity's garbage are seeking
In their own homes. They con- able.
istrato
r.
The
He
Memph
Shelby
higher wages. Negro foremet
and
is
his traveled set about blowing that attendstitute a ready corps of intelliance mark. And all through a
and a general tightening ot
gent women, qualified to hold See SHADOWS, Page 2
Ca "Mies Results"
See NAACP, Page 2
JA. 6 8397
EMMETT HAWKINS, JR.
casual flip of a nasty old rock.
their job security.

usic Meet
Will Open
May 14th

Itisalent Series
Set At YMCA

Track-Down" On ADC Pareas

Delay Bus Suit;
Producer Sues
Movie Censors

CO A FZ

Debutante Injured
In Auto Accident

E.

by NAT D. WILLIAMS

NAACP Rally
T
ues
day Will
End Campaign
Em

Sanitation
mett's Spirit Low Strike Gets
After Rock Tossing 2 Week Delay
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To Place Your Want Ad.
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W. C. HANDY, who brought
fame to Memphis, did something in death he could not
have done in life—he brought
integration to Memphis, if

SMILES F 0 R SINGER —
Rawn Spearman, handsome
baritone, found himself surrounded by these autographseeking co-eds after he had
closed out LeMoyne College's
Spring Festival with a con-

only for a fleeting moment.
Handy fans from Memphis
and across the nation forgot
the color of their skins May
1, while paying tribute to the

cert which was marred by a
severe rainstorm. Left to
right: Darnell Thomas, Email T. Palmer, Nell T. Hai.
Edmondson,
Marie
vey,
Bernice Hightower, Johnnie
Rodger, Rawn Spearman,

(Continued from page 1)
pianist, who will play prelude
and Fugue No. 5 from "the
Well-Tempered Clavier"
by
Bach and "Schirgo, op. 31"
by Chapin' and Clyde Battles,
tenor, who will sing "E Lucevan La Steele" from La Tosca
by Puccini and "The Eriking"
by Schubert.
Religious news will be first
The day will be filled with for there has been more activiactivities and all professional ty in the church than in any
and amateur musicians, patrons other organzation this week in
of the art as well as ministers the area, or at least we don't
of music,
choir
directors, know about othets.
pianists, organists, and choir
Regular services were held at
members are urged to attend
all the churches, and in the afand to participate.
Winners of the local vocal ternoon the CME church of Dyand piano eliminations contest er worshipped in Union City at
of the Memphis Musicians As- the Mt. Zion Baptist churcht
sociation, held ta Owen col- pastored by the Rev. J. Hodge.
lege, April 26, are Lois Patrick, The three choirs of the church
senior at B. T. Washington sang and each group was at its
high school and piano student best. The pastor, Rev, W. C.
of Mrs. Elmertha Butler Cole: Rogers was also at his best in
and Clyde Battles, sophomore the very eloquent sermon he
at Owen college.
delivered.

musician in the park which
bears his name. Following
the formal program, Negro
and white Americans spent a
delightful hour or so at

Atlanta Life Insurance Company enjoying a cocktail
party for guests who participated in the unveiling ceremonies. The party was an

even greater gesture of esteem for Handy for it put
the real American Way of
Life in sharp focus right
here in Memphis. In photo at

LISTEN TO THE
GOLDEN GIRL
8:30 --- 9:3O AM.
2:30 P.M.--3:30 P.M.

Center photo, Lt. George W.
Lee and Paul Cunningham,
former president of ASCAP,
swap stories about their
friend and "Fatiwr of the

8 out of 10 WOMEN
GET RELIEF FROM

FIRST TIME AT REGULAR -PRICES!

ACHING MUSCLES

TEN COMMANDMENTS

\

HEAR
HUNKY DORY
GOLDEN 6:30 A.M.-8:30 A.M. BROTHER
11 A.M.-1:30 P.M.
GIRL
BOB
YOU'LL ENJOY
BROTHER BOB
9:30 A.M. -- 11 A.M.
4:00 A.M.-6:00 A.M.
1:30 P.M.-2:30 P.M.
•

BUICK'S ALL TIME BEST

THE TURBINE DRIVE

IF YOU CAN FIND A BETTER BOURBON...BUY IT!

INVICTA

ELECTRA

Lambda Upsilon Chapter
Are You Smoking More
Now But Enjoying It Less,
Hrve A Real Cigarette,
Have A

CAMEL!

W. C. Handy. In right
group poses around
memorial display at

(Continued from page 1)
County Health Department, the
Memphis Board of Education
local hospitals and others concerned with the training
of
those engaged in the practical
nursing program here, are to
be commended for the maintenance of such a program
DEVELOP RESPECT
The next
most important
thing in order is the development of an attitude of respect
and pride concerning these useful nurses, on the part of the
general public. This is not to
say that they are not already
are, front row, from left, Lil- nie Lawrence, Wanda Bur- lie Brown, Fannie Gregory,
recognized. They are used by GIRLS GLEE CLUB starred
Sigmers.
Gwendolyn ton, Fannie Lumpkin, Mable Mamie Faulkner, Linda MarDoris Tunstall, Doris Porter- both white and colored persons on a recent Big Star Talent lian
Show heard every Saturday Penson, Sally Jefferson, Mary Guna and Verona Pigues. shall, Carol Molar, Verna
L. Nelson, during times of illness.
field, Bobbie
Howell, Mary Crockett, An. Second row, from left, Ola Boyd, Mamie Rucker and
Josephine B. Isabel and
There is no complaint against morning over 50,000 Watt
Walker, Katie Smith, char- Annette Archie.
Pearl Westbrooks. The in- their services in the hospitals WDIA. Featured in the group
quisitive lad in the picture is where they are employed. But
Everard Thompson, nephew what ls meant here is the developr, ent of a public attitude
of Miss Isabel.
toward the practical nurse
similar to that which is held
(Continued
(Continued from page 1)
for successful representatives of
other skilled and
important throughout the country and has failing to demonstrate an inprofessions, trades, and crafts. spoken before clubs, forums, tent to establish a stable home.
the awful nervousness and "hot flashes" of
The practical nurse does pos- college groups, associations andl For purposes of determining
sess a body of skills and knowlsuitability, an illegitimate child
conventions on various aspects 1
edge which do give her
is defined as a child whose natrace relations.
of
legitimate claim to public reural father is someone other
spect and even pride. Her job Mr. Wilkins came to the than the mother's legal husin scientific clinical Rests by noted doctorl
is important. Ask any number NAACP with a broad knowledge band.
Every case tested got striking re- that ten.sion, irritability aren't
of sick people.
lei from awful discomforts of relieved with Pinkham's. See If
of race relations gained through NOT TO PUNISH
:hange -of-life. Nervousness was you don't escape suffocating "hot
As representative young womMrs.
Scott
emphasized
that
flashes" that made change-of-life
reduced for as many as 87% .
en, doing their bit to advance years of newspaper experience.
the new policy is not intended 'hot flashes" 75'" !
so hard to bear. Today, get Lydia
SCHOOL
the status of themselves and From 1923 to 1931 he was manPinkham's Vegetable Compound
to punish parents or to remove
No Costly Shots Needed—
Graduation was held at the their
own race, as well as the aging editor of THE CALL, Neat all drug stores.
Relieved!
Ailments
Female
children from their homes. EvKindergarten in Milan Sunday. health standards
of their com- gro weekly of Kansas City. Mo.
SLEEP 8 HOURS—WAKE UP TIRED?
ery effort will be made to im- Results were credited entirely to
The address was delivered by munity, the local nractleal
December, 1941 he was one prove conditions in
(4dia E. Pinkham's Vegetable
When due to simple iron defiMrs. R. Bell, a member of the nurses rate an orchid from the In
the home Oompound. Acting through the
of twenty editors invited to and
ciency anemia, take Pinkham
to strengthen family rela- sympathetic nervous system, it
Gibson County Training school rest of us. They rate a lot of
Tablets. Rich in iron, they
Washington by the War Departhas remarkable power to relieve
faculty. Two "graduates" from praise and encouragement. And
tionships.
start to strengthen your trot
ment to consult on training and
distress.
functionally-caused
this
starved blood within one day
this area, Lorna Radford and 'here's hoping that as their
Under Tennessee law a child Don't suffer needlessly. See if
use of Negro soldiers.
may not be removed from paWallace Burnett Jr., and Eric, number grows, public pride in
He has made a number of in- rental custody except
drew a large number of citi- them will grow.
on order
vestigations for the NAACP,
of juvenile court, but it Is the
zens.
including a probe in 1932 (as a
Among those that attended quite a spectacular one with laborer) of working conditions responsibility of the Welfare
were Dr. and Mrs. J. T. Seats, many points of interest.
in construction camps along Department to request removal
W. L. Burnette, jr., Mrs. The Ladies Auxiliary Unit the Mississippi levees, a survey of children from homes found
Frankie Burnette, Mr. and No. 200 celebrated their fif- of the treatment of Negro flood to be grossly unsuitable.
Mrs. James Newhouse, and teenth anniversary Sunday with refugees in the Ohio and Nlis- If a child is removed from
daughter, Marion, Mr. and a Tea given at Rosenwald high sissipi river valleys in 1937 and his home by court action. the
Mrs. Wallace Burnette Sr. and school in Trenton. Most charter tours of a number of Army Welfare Department is resnonEric, Mr. and Mrs. R. L. Rad- members were present and camps in the Far West and 'sible for arranging a suitable
plan for his care.
ford with Angela, Mrs. Cora V. were presented badges. Quite Southwest in 1942.
Smith, Mrs. Carmack Smith an array of talent was disand son, Michael. All the sons played and a very inspiring ad- with Prof. and Mrs. E. W. ley. Mr. Tom
Garand daughters were students of dress was given by Mrs. Bertha Casey. Messrs. R. L. Radford field La Rue.
he school. The program was Estes, past state president of and Sylvester Burns were busiMrs. L. M. Ewell of Union
Memphis. The ladies are plan- ness visitors in Brownsville this City is spending the week with
fling a Memorial Banquet week. Carol Greer Jr. of Fort Mr. and Mrs. James Harris and
Campbell is visiting his mother, Mrs. Hollis Jordan.
ents !
, m
,faey m30b
. Legionnaires,
s alen g wauxiliary
ith
their Mrs. Cassie Greer.
guests are invited to attend.
The sick include Mrs. Willie
(Continued from page 1)
THIS AND THAT
Phillips and Mrs. Hollis Jot-think they see it only as somespent dan. The Shut-ins are Mrs. Quickly relieve tired, sore, aching
thing in which to participate, Miss Jacquelyn
City Bessie O'Daniel, Mr. Sam Cor- muscles with STANBACK Powsince there are so few institu- the week-end in
tions open to us.
ders or Tablets. STANBACK'S
S. A. (Synergistic Action) brings
HASTY BURIAL
faster, more complete relief from CECIL B DtIOILLE S.....—THE
"If Negroes were integrated
TON BRANER BATTY
into all phases of the cotton
...Snap back ROBTN.S
pain. Remcmber.
.ON• Di CARLO PAGET DEC wro,
r
oki
sc7
oar;;Ge
P43 TECNMCOIX
industry, then
we'd
have
With
something to celebrate. But because they have been restricted to the lowly chore of picking cotton, all Negroes have
done is make the white man
rich.
"We believe the Cotton Makers Jubilee should be disconITS TIME FOR THE JET SMOOTH RIDE OF YOUR LIFE--tinued immediately and call
upon all Negroes in Memphis
TURN TO TURBINE DRIVE
to join us in giving it a hasty
burial."
The Cotton Makers Jubilee
opened Sunday and will close
with a Grand Jubilee ball Friday night at
Church
Park
Amusement Center. Also in
full swing this week is the Cotton Carnival in which Negroes
Kentucky Straig- t Bourbon Vv'ttiskc/ • • Years Old •90 Proof
do not participate.
(c) Ancient A.D,st !lets Cornparf, fankft, Kentucky

Stit

Radio 148, H's Great!

left, Mrs. Johnetta Walker
Kelso, Mrs. R. Q. Venson,
Mrs. Phil Moss and Mrs.
Louise Handy strike a pose
for the photographer. In

( Henderson Business College, Inc.)
of
Chi Rho International Fraternity
Presents

"Lambda Upsilon's Evening At The Tropicana"
Friday Night
10:00 P.M.

Jazz Show and Dance
May 27, 1960 Curries Club Tropicana
Donation $1.00

Benefit Henderson Business College Library Fund)

See
CHARLES FIELD
Salesman
Res. Ph. WH. 6-1193
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!Recognition Program
Ali1C.SC) For Washingtonians
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Last Tuesday Booker 1'. Stansbury, Marian
Evans, Li
Washington high school paid
yenta Clayton, Hattie Willie
tribute to all of its students
who have received some type of Sammye Lynomn, Alice Turner,
Zenobia
Mcaora,
Rebecsa
Your scribe was kept at a West High PTA; Mrs. Ruth honor or honors recently,
Brown, Betty Brandon, LoisUg
pretty fast pace last weekend Dennis, Mrs. Mary Sain
and These students were accagted Walker, Merdist
Cobb, Betty
attending the Tennessee Con- N. C. Buntyn.
to represent Booker Washington
Kimbal, Derese Brown, Evegress of Parents and Teachers A special treat was in store in the 19511-80 edition
Of Who's n Tribble,
which was held at Holloway for Jackson listeners of
Seland Hubbard,
Radio Who Among Student Leader's In Sandra
Pagues, Bettie Knox,
High School in Murfreesboro. Station WJAK as N. C. Buntyn High schools
of America: Elea- and
Olia Reed.
Tenn. The theme used for the recorded sections of
the pro- nor Addison, Jimmie Anderson,
thirtieth annual convention was gram which were heard
The
city beautiful commission MACt4i SLOAN, certified UR
over Mona Louise Brooks, Will ie
"Quality Parent-Teacher Asso- Good Neighbor Speakes
awarded
two first place awards underwriter a a d associaa
and Chapman, Louvenia Clayton,
ciations: A Need for Maxium Talent Time. A very
special Samella Cole, Marian Lee Ev- to Miss Erma Cody, chairman agency director for North Care
Growth." Workshops were held feature was the present
Ilea Mutual Life Insurance co.
of Mrs. ans, Verna Gree, U. Grant Har- of the school beautiful club at
on the P.T.A. Manual and By- A. W. Right, national
Durban., N. C., addresses
president vey, Lucille Kennedy, Everett Washington.
laws and Developing favorable of Colored Parents and
agents in the Memphis offics
Teach- McKissic, Rivers Mangum,
Ca- SPECIAL HONORS
attitudes Toward youth and ers, who delivered the
of the company as part of a
banquet rolyn Mason, Harold
Other honors received were: kickoff program for
Middletheir problems.
address.
Nationai
brook, Norma Nooks, Lois Pat- Miss Jubilect, Phillis
Smit h; Insurance Week. Manager of
The wercome adaress to the MORE MEETINGS
rick, Maud Sartor, Markhum Miss Bronze Queen,
group was given by Attorney
Sandra the branch in Memphis Is L. C.
NAY DAY cekkadoa at Del- shows the queen after
During the same weekend Stansbury. and Herbert
s b e school and R. C. Lemon is vice- Wilks Coffee
Woody. Pegues; Princess Paint - up, Walker.
the
in
absence
ta Center school Is climaxed
represe
of
ntative
s of the Hub City
was crowned. The queen's at- principal. The queen is enSheila Rice; 2nd pace in Elk's
the mayor, who could not be chapter of the T. & I. clubs of LIBRARY
with the crowning of the May Luoants were Gloria
tative to Junior Red Cross lead.
Pruitt, rolled in the sixth grade. Her present. On the
oratoric
al
contest,
Herbert
social side, the Tennessee, housed on the cam- These young people received
Day Queen, Ernestine Kilpat- Alberta Ward, Deborah
ership
training institute in Bird
Will- teacher is Mrs. A. M. Miller. more than 200 delegat
Woody;
Mr.
Sophomore, James
es enjoy- pus of Merry high school, were library certificates for their
rick, shown here mounting son and Minnie Hobbs.
mingham, Ala., Georgann Wain.
Elias Staff photo by Hardin.
Kilgore;
Miss
ed
Sophomr
talent
a
hour presented by in Nashville attending t h e years of service to the library
e, Vivthe steps to the stage. Inset Johnson is principal
of the
ian Barnes; 1st place in broth- wright; Alcohol essay contest
the youth of Murfressboro and State T. & I. Convention. The at 3 recent city-wid
e library as- erhood contest,
Nashville and a banquet in the three day meetings were held sistants
Anette Nelson; winners, 1st. Norish Trueman,
meeting; Annie Foote, Miss Ballet,
school cafeteria. Conducting the on the campus of Tenness
Bessie Clark; 3rd 2nd, Arthur Lee Hicks, 3rd Bets
ee Addie C. Cawford, Booker T. place
in typing contest, Book- ty Jefferson and Teenager of
meeting was Mrs. W. B. Wil- A & I State university. RepreWade, Phyllis Smith, Markhum er T.
the week, Booker T. Wade.
liamson, president of the State sentatives from Jackson
Wade.
were
PTA, assisted
Wallace students, L. T. Mercer, vice
by
Certificate
and
co-editor
Brown of Chattanooga,
vice president of the local chapter; Jeanette Brinkley; Geometry, of paper published by
students IF YOU
president. The very effective Walter Cross, Van A Hudson. Lloyd Buchannan and James attending worksho
p at journal- CAN
programs were under the di- and Booker Sullivan along with May; Comprehensive, James ism clinic at
Lincoln university FIND A
rection of E. T. Carothers, pro- advisors. W. P. Newbern and Lalry, Mary
Helen
Phelps, was presented to M a r khu m BETTER
ATLANTA — (UPI) — Dem- Making up one half of the
Memphis.
gram chairman.
Hosts PTA I. W. Savage. Appearing in the Noel Berry and Westley Mc- Stansbury; city-wid
e
ocratic national chairman Paul only practicing doctor - dentist
Rutherford
County state contest were L. T. Mer- Clure. The students were ac- test, Lois Patrick piano con- BOURBON
Mrs. Anderson collected her was the
; represenBUY IT.
Council
of
which
Mrs.
Grace
Butler, almost on the eve of husband-wife team in Memphis B. S. degree from Tennessee
cer and Walter Cross and the compained by Miss lone Lane.
.11111111111Wade
presiden
1188111101
is
t,
1111111181
and
Mrs.
918,11
s
119Mrs.
9
8
V.
.
1
math
teacher
Strong
Hub
City
and
chapter
Anderso
C.
was
N. Berry,
host to
n, Add State university and
his
retirement, delivered a
her Oila J. Hutchings, coordinator. the First Recreat
MERCHANT MARINE JOBS!
who recently set up her dental
ion Mixer on principal of Merry Hieh School. Men
deep south plea Saturday for
and Women all
D.D.S.
from
Meharry Medical
$100
Other Jacksonians attending Thursday night. Students at PRESIDENT ELECTED
practice at 973 Florida St. Her
%witty for beginners. ages)
Travel. lir
the nation to find an answer husband, Dr. A. R. Anderson college, both of Nashville, Tenn. the meeting included, .T. L. Merry are very proud of the James May, a junior at Mer- limited Opportunities.
No Discrimination Allowed
to the civil rights issue, which has been in Memphis a year. She did her internship at Cam- Buchannan, vice coordinator of fact that Mercer was elected ry High qchool was elected
Act at once. Offer lirsitild.
Mrs. Anderson, a native of bridge State hospital in Cam- West Tenn., Mrs. Lillie B. Cole, to the position of vice president president 61 the Student Counhe called the great moral prob- Mound Bayou,
District president of Jackson; of the State T. & I. clubs.
Pull Details — 25c
cil for theischool year of 1960Miss., also has bridge, Ohio.
Mrs.
Juanita
Bell,
presiden
Merry
61.
Elected
High
was
t
represe
of
popular
by
She
vote,
nted
CAPTAIN
the
he
holds
distinct
member
ion
ship in the
lem of this age.
of being the first
THE SMOOTHER BOURBON
BON 501-138
and only Negro woman dentist Alpha Kappa Mu Honorary so- the City Council, Mrs. M. F. again when several students will succeed Miss Mary Ann
Kaatacky Straight Bourbon Whisker • 6 Wt.
Reading, Mass.
i
ciety, Beta Kappa Chi Scientif- Adams; president of Merry journeyed to Memphis, Tenn. to Gfistrap who graduates this
90 Not• ellawatial Aga NO. Co., Frankfort,Ol
the
Fourth year. Coming second was Miss 1111110111111111111081181111111111111111111111111111111r
ic society, Delta Sigma Theta PTA; Mrs. Ellen Smith, pres- participate in
sorority, Memphis and Shelby ident of South Jackson PTA; Annual Mathematics contest Patricia Hampton who ran as
Maxie, president of sponsored by the Tennessee an
independent
candidate.
County Improvement Associa- George
Washington-Douglas PTA; Mrs. Mathematics Teachers' Associa- Others in the race were Miss
tion, NAACP and the Bluff City
LaVerne Bledsoe, president of tion. The test was held at Jacqueline Cole and Willie Ed
Dental Association.
Lincoln PTA; Mrs. F. A. Dob- LeMoyne College. Students in Poe. The officers to serve with
On top of this, Mrs. Ander- bins, Chairm
an of State Health Algebra I were Florita Neilson, May will be elected in the fall
son is the mother of two chil- Committee: L.
R. Cunningham, Agnes Huntspon, and Richard when the council is made up
dren, Arthur Ray, 3, and Lisa, principal of West
High School; Brooks. Algebra II, Brenda Mc- from representatives from the
2.
Mrs. L. Bonds, president of Kinney, Bernice McKinney, and various homerooms.
ROSALIE
SCOTT
I HOME SERVICE DIRECTOR AND HER STAFF I
6Imir
=MN, MINIM MI= =NM
=I•11 MI.& IMMO OWNS =mit ••••
emi _1

Anna C

Butler Urges Dentistry Now With
Rights Answer A Feminine 'Touch'

DARK EYES'

CARNATION
COOKING HINTS
dygg4

Next time your youngsters have their friends over
for
dinner, plan to have Carnation Chiliburgers and
let
them enjoy preparing the food themselves. Thank
s to
Carnation Evaporated Milk, Chilibiugers are
always
juicy — never dry and crumbly. They are easy
to make,
economical and teenagers love their spicy toppin
g.

Memphis'largest selling

VODKA
COMPLETES BASIC — All
four airmen above have just
completed their Air Force basic military training at Lackland AFB, Tex. From left are
Alvertis Wilhite, son of Mrs.

Effie M. Wilhite of 1445 Wilson st., Eddie L. Cummings,
jr., son of Mr. and Mrs. Eddie
L. Cummings of 1184 Cannon
at., Paul E. James, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Morris James of

A&A PR Firm Lands
Helene Curtis Co.

CARNATION CHILIBURGERS
( Makes 4 to 6 servings)
,3 cup (small can)undiluted
/
1
2cup chopped onion
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
7 tablespoon prepared
1 1/2 pounds ground beef
mustard
10
1/2 cup crushed cracker crumbs
I/
1
2teaspoons salt
1
/
1
2teaspoon pepper ,
Mix all ingredients together well. minutes of broiling, spread ham.
Form into 8 patties. Place on burgers with mixture of 14. cup
broiler pan. Broil with top of chili sauce, 1 teaspoon prepare
meat 5 to 7 inches from heat. mustard and lA to 1 teaspood
Broil about 5 minutes on each chili powder. Serve betwee n
n
side (or to taste). During last 5 split toasted hamburger
buns.
C.236 Printed in U.S.A. (60)

Helene Curtis Industries, Chi- followed by extensive use of locago, manufacturers of revolu- cal Negro newspapers.
tionary new EVER-PERM has EVER-PERM, is a hair care
product with a permanent curlannounced t h e appointm,
-4
relaxer feature designed specifof Arnold & Associates to .
ically to prevent reversion of
die advertising for the firm's the hair
under extreme weathBeauty Division.
er conditions, without harming
J. R. Arnold, jr., president the hair and keeping it soft and
of the firm, with offices in healthy.
Memphis, Tenn., and Chicago, Lawrence S.
and
Wade
enlarged on the appointment by Charles A. Sterling, vice presistating that the firm will form- dents of Arnold & Associates,'
ulate an advertising program, will also assist in servicing the
principally for the Helene Cur- account. The Public Relations
tis n e w product, EVER- and Advertising firm is one of
PERM. The program will start the top Negro Agencies in the
with full page magazine Ads nation.

882 LeMoyne mall and Tommy M. Woods, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Clinton Woods of 1160
Robertson rd. All are former
Memphians. Wilhite enters

Air Traffic control sch oo I,
Cummings a supply specialists course and James and
Woods enter technical training for air policemen.

NOW!

For Information

SAVE NOW
AT

Approved For Veterans!
Learn The Barbering Profession
Under Cl Bill At The Top Barber
College In The Nation.
Contact

TYLER BARBER COLLEGE
156 Beale—Mrs. Louis Donahue, Mgr.
JA. 5-9251
The World's Largest Chain. Of Barber Colleges

ANNOUNCING

Season Opens June 24
Southland Racing's

Available in all sixes.
IncludingVi gallons.
100 or 80 PROOF
DISTILLED FROM IGO% GRAIN
'NEUTRAL SPIRITS PRODUCT OF U.S. A. CLEAR SPRING
DISTILLING CO., DIVISION OF JAMES B. BEAM DrSTILLING CO., CLERMONT,
KY.

MUTUAL
FEDERAL
588 VANCE
Big 4% Dividend
Each

Account Insured

To $10,000

Season Opens June 24

NAME THE CLUB HOUSE CONTEST

(Greyhound, Racing Alit s Best)
SOUTHLAND HAS A NEW CLUB HOUSE - WE WANT YOU TO GIVE IT A NAME
IF THE NAME YOU SUBMIT IS USED YOU'LL WIN
(Contest closes June 17)

It's Easy

Clip and Mail the Entry Blank -- To
Club House Contest
Tri-State Defender
P. O. Box 311
Memphis, Tennessee
c/o

OFFICIAL ENTRY BLANK

FREE
$10000

Southland's Name The Club House Contest
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY and STATE:
PHONE:

CASH

My name for Southland New Club House Is:
1.
1.
Decision of the Judges
3.
Is FINAL.

.143 ACiairaditioil

Franklin, Ir.
Four other mothers who have
made it possible for their babies to be Gold Star Babies are
Mrs. Fannie Smith and son,
Willie, Mrs. Jessie Mae Saffold
and daughter, Renarda, M r s.
A dedicated group of volun ton and daughter Veronica Sue, Geneva Boyd i nd son, Cedric
and Mrs. Susie Jean Holmes
teer drivers observed Mother's Mrs. Rubie Lee McIntosh and
George, Mrs. Annie Mae and son, Tyrone.
son,
Day twice a week every week
Scott and daughter, Gloradine,
by helping mothers on the Child Mrs. Zoaster Cannon
a ncl
Development Program bring daughter, Patricia, Mrs. BrownTV SERVICE
their babies to the clinic at E. ie King and son, Murry, Mrs.
545 E Mallory at Lauderdale
H. Crump hospital for their Margaret Pruitt and daughter,
WH 6-7133
four month check up.
Vickie, Mrs. Susie Holmes and
Dependable TV Service
These drivers are Mrs. Katie son, Tyrone, Mrs. Louise Jiles
SERVICE CALL
Sexton, Mrs. Arthur Horne, and daughter Rose Marie, Mrs.
DAY—NIGHT
Mrs. Ann Parker, Mrs. D. Yar- Lorena Wiley and son William,
SUNDAY—HOLIDAYS
brough, Mrs. James Byas, Mrs. Mrs. Juanita Brown and son, nu ad is worth $1.00 toward
service
on any TV repair
M. L. Adams, Mrs. Bessie Ed- Reginald.
RCA Authorized Service
wards, Mrs. Lulla Smith, Mrs. Mrs. Lille Mae Lester a n d
Elsie Mason, Mrs. Lucille Price, daughter,
Jacqueline, Mrs. VerMrs. A. A. Latting, Mrs. 0. C.
line
Brown
and son William
Crivens, Mrs. Edward Hayes.
Mrs. Arthur Mason, M r s. Walter, Mrs. Dottie Mae Jones
Nancy Givands, Mrs. H. H. and son, Anthony, Mrs. Tommie
nearly isebd to deathfor 734 years
Johnson, Mrs. A. M. Walker, Sanders and daughter, Denise
Thor Ifountia new weirder Aid CrieNe•
Mrs. 011ie Lee Tims, Mrs. Lois Darcelle, Mrs. Pearlie M
Nowrst
ae
bappy,"says D. Ward ofLA.
Greenwood, Mrs. Susie Bryant, Smith and son, Lonnie, M
Here's blessed relief from tortures of vaginal
r s. Itch.
roast itch, chafing, cash and eczema
Mrs. Belle Pettigrew, Mrs. F. Pelma Fields and son,
Ernest, with an amazing new scientific formula
called LANACANE.
fast•acting, stain.
L. Hayes, N. J. Ford, Mrs. S. Mrs. Lou
Margaret Anthony less medicated cremeThis
kills harmful bacteria
W. Qualls and Mrs. Gertrude and son, David, Mrs.
fermi while it soothes raw, irritated and
Cather- snflamed
skin tissue. Stops scratchzn;
Carter.
ine Gibson and daughter, Tony, ieds healing. Don't soder another minute.
ziasmc.a.Na
today at all detig stogie
During the months of March Mrs. Florence Jarrett and son,
April and May a special group Kelvin, Mrs. Delois Miller and
of babies from one to 15 months daughter, Percatha, Mrs. Beswere brought in by their moth- sie Mae Boyd and son, Jerry,
ers for a Standardization Test. Mrs. Jeraldine Williams and
They are Mrs. Jeanette White son, Glen Darrell, Mrs. Georgiand son Reginald, Mrs. Martha anna Griffin and son, R o y
Bernard and
granddaughter,
Charmaine Roman, Mrs. BarAIRWAYS BICYCLE CO.
bara.Jean Fuller and son, MelAfter 35, irregularity often becomes a problem. What you need is
vine Jerome, Willie Lee Laur1 something that aids nature and helps
ence and daughter, Rita, Mrs.
establish regularity. Such an aid to
Samella Carter and son, Edregularity is the daily use of SERUTAN.
Here's medical evidence: A group of
win Earl, Mrs. Charlene Hibmen and women took SERUT,04 daily
bler and daughter. Cynthia,
under
medical supervision. In case
complete
Bicycles
Parts
line
&
Mrs. Doris Jean Parker a n d
after Case SERIJTAN, taken daily,
All work guaranteed
helped establish regularity. So, for
son Jerry. Mrs. Dorothy Tillreal relief from constipation after
Lawn Mowers Sharpened and
man and daughter Sharon De35, try SEIM/TAM, powder or granular.
repaired.
nise.
Mrs. 011ie Mae Butler and
2351 Deadrick FA 3-8808
son. Eric, Mrs. Marjorie Hamp"Read it Backwards"
(Lamar at Airways)

Volunteer Drivers
Aid Hospital PIrt
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"J. D. Springer Day" brought Members are urged to be presto Mt. Morish Baptist church, ent. Miss Carol Franklin is the
this past Sunday a capacity president. The secretary is Miss
Gwen Seward and the advisor is
crowd. There could be seen.
the audience people from a 11 Mrs. Louise Rainey.
Rev. J. B. Jones is the paswalks of life who came to pay
tribute to this man who is lov- tor.
ed in professional, church, com- GRT. WHITE STONE BAPT.
munity and city. Mr. Springer The Celestial Choir of the
Is presently serving as principal Greater White Stone Baptist
of Booker T. Washington high church will present a Spring
school but has distinguished ; Musical Festival, Sunday, May
himself in other positions in the.15. The Festival which will be
Memphis City School System. under the direction of John Ray
He is a devout member of the Buntyn sr., will be held at 7:45
h of p.m. Mrs. Frankie McNeal is DUTIFUL DRIVERS—A ded- four
Mt. Moriah 13
months check up. Some Lee, Mrs. Benny Ruth Martin,
the president.
Carnes.
icated group of volunteer of the drivers, standing, from and son, Ricky, Mrs. Jaunita
R.
Rev.
A.
Williams
the
is
_ large- '
The program
auto drivers help out twice a left are Mrs. 011ie Lee Tims, Gaines and son Kelvin, and
ly of beautiful musical selec- pastor.
week by driving the mothers Mrs. Nancy Givands, Mrs. H. Mrs. Margaret McEacheru
tions from the glee clubs of GREENWOOD CME
on the Child bevelopment H. Johnson and Mrs. Lucille and son Luther, all brought to
Douglas high school, Melrose Greenwood CME church has Program to the clinic at E. Price. Seated are Mrs. Betty the hospital through the courhigh school and Booker T. chosen Sunday, May 29, as its H. Crump hospital for their Lue Bonds and son, James tesy of the drivers.
Washington high school. Among Woman's Day. The ladies of the
the songs rendered were "Let church will take over the servThugs Make Up
Us Break Bread Together," ices for the entire day.
For Sunday school, Mrs.
"The Green Cathedral" a n d
Evelyn Hayes will serve as supFor Mistake
"Hallelujah." Soloists from the
erintendertt. All classes will
various schools were James
The thieves forced Mrs. Sat
have visiting teachers.
Bradford, Miss Doris J. ThompThe highlight of the day will
fey
to accompany them to the
son, Herbert Marshall and Miss
be the 11 o'clock services when
loan company where they
Jacquelyn Gibson. Directors of
Mrs. Hattie Culpepper will be The Ministers' Wives Fellow- Leader." Mrs. Idella Watson,
the glee clubs are Omar Robthe speaker. Mrs. Culpepper is ship, of which Mrs. L. A. Ham- with her very beautiful soprano took $200 from an office safe
inson, jr., Miss V. R. Flowers
known for her eloquence. Her blin is president, had a wonder- voice, sang a solo accompanied and escaped.
and E. L. Pender. Accompanspeeches usually consist of ref- ful program Saturday, April 23, by Mrs. J. W. Williams.
Two bandits walked into a
sts were Mrs. Lauretta Jones
erences of her experiences to at the Golden Leaf Missionary The Rev. L. A. Hamblin secretarial office Monday
Ind Russell Wilson.
in
the Holy Lands which has been Baptist church, which is pastor- preached the sermon. His subthe belief it was a loan comMrs. Maedelle Smith spoke on highly interesting
to audiences. ed by the Rev. L. A. Hamblin. ject was "Hang Out Your Sign."
pany and announced a stickup.
"Mr. Springer As A Church- From 4 to 7
p.m., the women This organization is an auxili- The Rev. W. M. Wilson, pastor
man.' "Mr. Springer in Profes- of the various
committees will ary of the Tennessee Regular of the Oakland Missionary Bap- Mrs. Ethel Saffaty of the secsional Life" was given by Mrs. sponsor a tea
in the basement Baptist State Convention, presi- tist church of Detroit, Mich., retarial service told the gun3eraldine Little.
of the church.
dent Rev. A. E. Campbell of served as an alternate for Rev. men the loan company w a s
Mr. J. W. Westbrook present- Co - chairmen of Woman'si Memphis.
Hamblin.
next door.
ed Mr. Springer with a plaque Day are Mrs. Imvara Johnson The Chorus rendered inspira- There were many
in attendfrom the choirs of the church and Mrs. Ruby Malone. Other tional singing directed by Mrs. ance. Among the visitors
was
and an engraved bible from the chairmen are: Mrs. Mamie Tay- Lucy Campbell Williams. Mrs. the Rev. B. J. Johnson,
pastor
songregation. Flowers
were lor, program; Mrs. Geraldine Dixon gave a soul - touching of the St. John Missionary Bapsent from WDIA radio Station, Jenkins, music; Mrs. Sarah devotion.
tist church of Detroit, Mich.
3ooker T. Washington high Bell, decorations; Mrs. Willie T h e mistress-of-ceremonies Remarks were given
by Mrs.
ichool and others.
Foster, courtesy; Mrs. Lydia for the occasion was the very Lucy Campbell Williams.
The very amiable Mr. Spring- Hawkins, finance.
charming Mrs. J. F. Collins. This organization meets on
er accepted with "I am deeply Serving as secretaries a r e Mrs. P C.. Polk gave a most the second and fourth Saturgrateful." His advice to the Miss Glensie Turner and Mrs. inspiring address. Her subject days in each month at the Goldyoung people was "Anchor your Verna Washington. The publici- was "The Beautitudes of a en Leaf Baptist church.
ty committee is composed of
ife in Christianity."
111111;11111111111111111111111111111IIIIIIIII111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
A reception followed in the Mrs. Charles P. Roland, Mrs.
lower level of the church. Rev. Cornelius Tillman, Mrs., Zettie
R. W. Norsworthy is the pas- Miller, Mrs. Lula Terry a n d
Mrs. Rubye Porter.
:or.
Rev. Paul Fowlkes is the 111111111111111111111
NEW BETHEL BAPTIST
111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111B111111
The West Side Civic club held minister.
By ELTON GATEWOOD
Its Installation Services at the The public is invited.
by popular and vivacious Miss
New Bethel Baptist church last FRIENDSHIP DISTRICT
"Hi" chatter gang, this is Carolyn Olivia Thompson. A
Sunday. The new dynamic pres- The Friendship District Asso- your reporter, Elton Gatewood
prospective senior for the enident is James Ballard. Mrs. ciation, Inc.. Temple of High- back for another week of schoolsuing
year, Miss Thompson is
Elizabeth Jones is the secre- way Ga. Eads, Tenn.. held its ing News, haps, and informaactive in many organizations.
tary.
new opening and dedicationl tion.
Rev. B. L. Hooks of Greater ,services, recently. The gue st P.E. DEPT.
Among them are the Zo Zo
Middle Baptist installed the of- I speaker was Rev. A. W. Camp- The physical education
de- club, dramatic club, and, the
Leers.
bell, pastor of Columbus Bap- partment presented its annual
senior glee club and JacqueRev. Dave Ronde is the min- tist church and vice president May Day festival lastMonday in
lettes.
She is the charming
Ister.
l of the National Baptist Conven- the stadium, honoring Physical
TRINITY BAPTIST
daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Wil!tion.
Fitness Week. The senior and
A Calendar Day will be held , Others who appeared on the freshmen boys and
Thompson
lie
and a member
the freshat the Trinity Baptist church,Iprogram were Rev. H. J. men and sophomore
girls par- of St. Matthew Baptist church
Sunday, May 15. The program •Thompson. Rev. Eugene Wall- ticpated
in an old fashion where she is the church organwhich begins at 3:30 p.m., is or, Rev. W. P. Tate, Rev. E. L. square dance.
Afterward boys
ist.
being sponsored by the Deacon- Hayes. Mrs Frankelle Wand, and girls
from the seventh and
ess Board. Mrs. Maggie Hogan
J
L
Campbell
L.
and Rev eighth grades also participated, Matthew Baptist church where.
is president and Mrs. Louise'Mrs•
!C. M. Lee.
to show the advancement to- she is the church organist.
Rainey is the secretary
Rev. L. R. Donson is the mod- wards physical fitness in our During this week of the CotThis Friday, the Red Circle erator and Rev. N. L. Threats school.
ton Makers Jubilee celebrations,
will meet at 1084 Overton Park. is the executive secretary
One-hundred-fifty-three junior
high students received merits Carloyn will participate in all of
for their progress in physical the royal festivities. She has
education, which was presented been looking forward to the
by a member of the board of week with exhilarating anticieducation. The physical educa- pation.
tion teachers were responsible Her week of fun begins Sunfor this activity.
day at the Jubilee's Soiree and
COUNCIL ELECTION
ends Friday night after the
Be bold vote Gold. Think for
yourself vote independent, You'll Grand Jubilee Parade and Ball.
never vote too soon if you vote It is this night that She reign
Maroon. These are a few of the supreme, for she will share a,
slogans emphasized in the cam- magnificien
t float with Leroy
paign speeches of candidates for
Davis,
senior
a
at Mt. Pisgah
"And some fell on good soil" times our liberal thinking falls office in the student council.
who
Mr.
is
Zo, and other
Zo
:The
These are the words which upon the ears of people who are
boldness of the gold ticket
fell from the lips of our Saviour. not spiritually mature enough won out as students gathered'frolicking Zo-Zo members. The
JANA PORTER
These words have taken on new to differentiate the meanin ful'at the polls Thursday and elect-'Melrose family heartily salutes
meaning as the years have gone from the less meaningful. g
ed Jasper Williams present.
id
You, Queen Carolyn
on and daily they take on new
From the results of the ad - Other officers elected were MUSICAL SHOWCASE
significance as I have more and
dress to which I held refer-.
The Junior class of Melrose
more dealings with people. I
, Curlene Hamilton;
ence one young man has foundj!Secretary
presented
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its first annual muhave finally come to the congreat consolation. To him a 1 1 Assistant Secretary Gwendolyn steal showcase Tuesday, May 3.
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elusion that whatever is said
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Po
ends here. There is no basic
Mamie Shields; Treasurer, Hea- It turned out to be the most
will find growth in the minds
reason why man should striveiy
successful event of the year
of some people.
and Chaplain, featuring
to be good. What merit is there'
dances from the Las
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another
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year of
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live in hopes of going to a heav- anyhow? How tragic it must
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The voices of the Dontinoes, the
en with someone sitting on a that a young man daily exposVandoors. and Misses Barbara
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throne, golden streets, angels ed to the higher intellectual
Turner
followed by Miss BarEying around in the atmosphere would come up with such un- The coveted title of Miss 7..o bara
Lo-- was
Perry.
graciously acclaimed
and all of those things are in reasonable thinking. But
it hapThe music and dances were ,
for a great disappointment
pens every day.
based
on "Out of Space" and
have no reason to believe that
This is not something new in to us — nothing. This means "Back to Earth" scenes. The
heaven will be any different ,
nothing
as
long
as we are in a
the realm of human behavior—
crowning of Miss Musical Showfrom the picture I have been
it is —Jesue held reference to ;position to handle things as we case took place during intergiven for the days I have been
want
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but
when
the day of mission by
this in His parable of the sower
our principal, Prolistening to preachers and peo-,
accountability comes to each of
Today
we
are
living
ple all of my years.
in the us this takes on new meaning. fessor F. M. Campbell. The
acknowledge the presence midst of conditions raised forth Each of us likes to think in honors went to Little Miss Bit.of liberal thinkers among us. I in the time of the sower. Peo- terms of being able to make our die Richmond, a seventh grade
aiso acknowledge the right of ple are spending their all sow- contributions to our day and student. Sam Cross and his :
combo rocked the stands with
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people to think as they please. ing seeds. Some of these seeds time.
music.
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whole matter is that many moral seeds, some are cultural to the extent that the soil will The persons directly responseeds, and some are spiritual
show recently and enjoyed
be conducive to growing —I sible for this success are as
seeds but what good are they
every moment of the occagrowing to the extent that a followed: Miss Johnella Thom- i
doing for the masses of people?
sion. Big Star is presenting
better product will be realized.as and Mrs. Mebane who are to;
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For the first time science has found she held membership. Maybe it that we
will be able to not only hard to get an education that
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Woman Nearly
Itches To Death

CONS
TIPATED?
Medical reports show

how folks over 35 can
establish regularity

ERUTAN

Home Makers SAVE More
Quality Stamps Than
Any Other Kind.
Firms GIVE Quality
Stamps And
No Other
Kind.

MELROSE REVIEW

Favor:te Gift Stamps Of
This [Ore Secten
01 The Nation.

THOMAS PAIGE

;brinks Hemorrhoids
Without Surgery

1

Yes Madame,

CREPE NICHOLAS

Golden Brown is Crepe
Nicholas with tender chop-.
pod chicken rolled up inside
and piping hot cheese sauce
over all. So good, Dad and
the small-fry will enjoy them
made with Jack Sprat enrietstrd wheat flour for supper tonight. It only takes a
few minutes to prepare this
delicious, tempting supper.
MENU
Crepe Nicholas
Broccoli with Opion Sauce
Waldorf Salad
Coffee (for you and Dad)
Milk (small-fry)

young people a chance to appear before the citizens of
the Mid•South. The program
is broadcasted every Saturday
over radio
station
WDIA.
Genial A. C. Williams is the
master of Ceremonies. If you

1 C. Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour
2 eggs
1 tsp. salt
1 C. milk
Mix flour and salt, add
milk and stir until pertectly
smooth. Add eggs and heat
throughly. Heat 5 inch or
other small
frying
pan.
Greese with few drops of
oil and pour in just enough
batter to cover pan with very
thin layer. Tilt pan so that
mixture spreads evenly when
cooked on one side, toss or
turn with spatula and cook

or any talented group would
like to appear just contact
WDIA for an audition any
time. Big Star feels that from
numbers of promising young
folk who appear on the show
will come many outstanding

on other side. Cook pancakes one by one. On each
pancake place one tablespoon chopped cooked chicken. Roll up and arrange
close together in shallow
baking dish. When ready to
serve pour over piping hot
cheese sauce and brown
slightly in broiler.
CHEESE SAUCE: Add 3-4
C. mild cheese grated or cut
in cubes to 1 recipe of white
sauce. Reheat in double
boiler until cheese melts.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter

entertainers of tomorrow. Po •
lured above, left to right are:
Gloria Nightengale, Dorothy
Hamilton, John
Williams,
Yvonne Butler, Maxine Anderson, and Payola Green.

;tops Itch—Relieves Pain
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TWENTY
REASONS
WHY YOU, SHOULD
BUY A

In 780 A. D., Italian physicians prescribed chopped beef
fried with onions to cure colds
and coughs. Thus was the now
popular hamburger created.
Today's physicians may not
Winner of the Nations!
AsAnelstion of Home
prescribe ground beef as a
Builders 1969 Merit
treatment for colds, but they
AAA rd for Cotrunuolt,
i o endorse the home econo,
De elopment.
ists who prescribe it as a
1
udget saver and a good health
investment,. To eat ground beef
is an investment in good health
because it contains the highquality protein and iron that is
found in all lean beef.
There are three types of
hamburger on the market regular ground, ground chuck and
ground round. Regular ground
is the most economical ground
beef. It contains a large proportion of fat and shrinks when
cooked. Tennessee law states
that not more than 30 percent
orations committee. Standing, Ivory. Mrs. Bernice Smith,
KINDERGAR- left to right, are Mrs. GalloGALLOWAY
Mrs. Rose Bell, Mrs. Doris
fat may be added. If the meat
left to right are. Mrs. Alice
Ida
Mrs.
Brown,
way, Mrs.
TEN Mother's club was enRay, Mrs. Vera Cathy, Mrs.
is too fat it will be greasy.
Hart, secretary; Mrs. Willie Cunningham, Mrs. Dorothy
tertained at tea May 1. DurScott, Miss Arnette
Ground chuck makes tender,
ing the tea, Mrs. Rose Brown, Woods, vice-president; Mrs. Talley, instructor; Mrs. Char- Brucie
1. More home for
Smith, Mrs. Sallie Gillium, Mrs. Nancy Ilarda•
Martha Campbell. assistant lotte
Juicy ground beef. It is relapresented
president,
club
the money.
Green, Mrs. Aurilla Butler, way, treasurer; and Mrs. VII.tively economical — about meMrs. M. L. Galloway a steel secretary; Mrs. Louise Luelchaplain.
Notes cheaper
Mosby,
2.
gie
Mrs.
Austin,
Mrs. Jimmie
urn price in the ground beef
len, business manager; Mrs.
desk as a token of appreciaCORONATION at the Gallo- are Mr. and Mrs. Cornelius
than rent.
Marie
Mrs.
Adair,
Lenora
decchairman,
Jubirt,
' 1e. The fat content is about
Earlie
tion from the club. Seated,
way Kindergarten saw Diany- Hart of 212.1 Brown st.
right for good eating.
Nice neighbor3.
king
the
sious Madison crowned queen Standing in front of
hood to rear your
Ground round is the leanest and Cornelius Hart, Jr., and
Princess
are
queen
children
of all ground beef and more crowned king. The queen is Eudelia Scott, daughter of
expensive. It is often necessary the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Brucie Scott of 2244-D
4. F.H.A.
to add a little fat or cream to Robert Madison of 1621 Ash Howell, and Prince Michael
Financing.
ground round in order to keep street. The king's parents Jubirt, son of Mrs. Earlie
S.
Near
Churches.
the meat from being too dry.
Jubirt of 1332 Spring Dale.
election of the who's who, MagBy BEN LANIER
6. Near Schools.
gie was chosen as "Most LadyTennessee laws are strict so,
SHOWTOPS
like Girl."
in our state, one can expect to
7. Proposed major
Last. Tuesday night, at Ellis In another election, she was
get wholesome ground meat.
shopping center.
the Annual Show
auditorium,
chosen a Princess Fix Up, held
The law requires that any adGivens.
presented before many per- at Bruce Hall, wianing a $25
Frances
Mrs.
of
tion
was
College people
completed
school
8.
high
Stigall
ditions to ground meat be statnight, May 3rd the sons. This was said to have savings bond and a bracelet.
choose Lakeview
ed on the label. However, the its Commencement Exercises Tuesday
were been the best show presented
Exercises
Commencement
Gardens.
for
goal
worthwhile
a
Set
the
Glorin
lessly.
She also ranks fourth
best guide in buying is to se- Tuesday Night. The first of the
Hello everybody this is
Prayer was of- throughout the years. The show senior class. Hats off to this
and Betty Cunigan yourself and aim at it everylandHaley
lect a reliable store that sells final series was the Class night held at 8 p. m. M.
Spacious
ia
9.
H. Burnett. was centered around Alberta
fered h.!, Rev.
and versatile young bringing you the latest happen- day of your life. Try to live
charming
lots.
consistently the quality you like.,exercise" Friday night, April
scaped
Rev. William H. Burrell gave Clark, along with Issaic Hayes,
each day so that tomorrow you
When
purchasing
ground'29, when the members of the
ings around town.
.'
10. Split level and
the address using as a subject two very good singers. Alberta 111.4
will not have to look back at
SPORTS
meat allow pne-fourth pound class gave their last class proBand
Melrose
the
that
see
We
contemporary de"Knowledge is the Sword and has been with the annual show
with
regrets.
Last week the Manassas Ti- Boosters club presented a ban- yesterday
per serving if they are to be gram.
homes.
signed
Character is the Shield". Uev. since the fourth grade, singing
FOURTEEN
TOP
CITY-WIDE
Wild
the
Hamilton
gers played
made into patties. If other in- The band members opened
quet, Thursday night at LakeBurrell based much of his ad- and dancing.
Settles,
GIRLS—Bobbie
TOP
11. Air conditioning,
cats and defeated them by a view Country Club. Some of
gredients such as milk and the program by playing "God dress on the motto of the
Everyone enjoyed songs from
garbage disposal.
5-2. The Tigers lost the the way-outs there were: Bobby Melrose; George Emma Thomof
bread crumbs are added one- Bless America." A
score
mixed class "The Challenge of today
Veola Trueheart along with Er- first
as, Melrose; Betty Buggs,
dishwashers.
to Hamilton 5-2. Polk,
If or three-fourth pounds will group sang the Lord's Prayer, is the Task of Tomorrow."
game
Catherine
Francetta,
nestine Harris, the four Twigs
BTW; Barbara Maxwell, Manve four people. If it's a spe- welcome was given by the Salu12. Styled interiors.
Marshall Ridley and Mack and others. A special feature Freddy Thomas pitched a very Greer, James Coleman, Walter assas, Carla Thomas, Hamil, l occasion and you are mak- torian Myrtle Bryson. Barbara Lacey received Good Citizengood seven innings, striking out London, Lorraine Henry, Arthur
given by Alberta Clark and
Hamilton;
13. 3 and 4 bedroom
ing hamburger steaks, you will Bonds Historian gave the his- ship awards from Lee Wilkins was
12 men and walking only "1." Hull. Charline Kiner, Curtis ton; Dorothy Fant
"Baby
singing
Hayes,
Melrose.
Issaic
Shaw,
Ruth
homes.
need a half pound for each tory of the class, Music by a Post 134, Myrtle Bryson and
All Outstanding players were Fred- Johnson, Neely Williams, KenTOP BOYS — Niarion Brown,
You Got What It Takes."
elizawill
Wainwright,
serving.
dy
Class
,
George
with
Alonzo
Thomas,
Moore,
group,
1
14. and 2 ceramic .
mixed
neth Cox, Emma
Mae Catherine Smith received dancing and singing, along
Clinton Taylor, ManasSmith, Rush, Juenienne Briscoe, and BTW;
Fresh ground meat is best beth Bryson, Class Prophecy awards from the American
James
McArthur
Tucker,
tile baths.
the drill team was very enjoysas; Jasper Williams, Melrose;
where you eat it the same day Frances Sullivan, Poem Faye Legion Auxiliary, Myrtle Bry„The Jessie Laird, Johnny Carter, they really seemed to be living
were,
John
guests
Manassas;
15. Country Club
able. Feature
Chester Visor,
you buy it and should never be Mullin, A Ditto Machine was son received scholarships from
James Walker, Chester Visor it up, you know?
gradthat
Booth,
group
Charles
a
BTW;
environment.
Tones,"
Teen
Garret,
kept more than 48-hours un- presented the Principal and Sigma Gamma Rho Soroity and
and Hank Sladen. The Tigers The Bondads social club is
BTW, Malfred Bolden, Hamiluated from 111anassas last year.
classthe
of
Paneled den and
behalf
16.
on
frozen. Wrap it loosely in wax faculty
plan to win all other games with giving a dance, Sunday, May 15,
the Outlook Club.
the students who brought the
ton.
fireplace.
paper and store it in the cold- by Jimmy Blackemore, gifBarabara Bonds received the strap book were Nellie Criglar Freddy Thomas and Theodore at Currie's Club Tropicana from
What's between Shirley Shantorian and President of the M. H. Burnett scholarship to
est part of the' refrigerator.
McKnight pitching.
17. Carports and
10 til 1 p.m., with famous Ben non and Charles Harris?
and Milton.
For keeping for longer peri- class.
Lane college. This scholarship
concrete drives;
Harvey takes Monday, May 2, The Tigers Branch and the Largoes for en- Is Chester Visor really seriV.
Georgia
Mrs.
ods it should be frozen. Use
Marshall Ridley played a is given to the senior who is the honors for presenting such lost to Douglass, on errors, by tertainment.
We take your
18.
the
If
where
ous?
anyone
knows
moisture-proof wrappings a n d Saxaphone solo the program a member of Lane Chapel
an enjoyable evening. Others on a score of 5-3. Theodore Mc- ON THE SPOT
house
present
abouts of Marion Brown's heart
store in a home freezer at zero was interpersed by music by church and is most active in
this committee were: Miss Rose Knight pitched a good game The spotlight this week falls please contact us. Thanks. . .
in trade.
degrees. This way you may the "Harmonettes", they sang all phases of church work. Alwalkand
men
out
nine
striking
John Carlos Why Clinton Taylor and CleoCavmess. Mrs. Williamson, Mrs.
•
keep it as long as six weeks to Danny Boy and Tears in her bert Brown received an award
19. Select hardwood •
B. B. Jones and Emerson Able. ing three. James Walker pac, Harris IV. He- phus Owens are working so
Honor
Club.
three months.
floors.
Eyes. Mack Lacey, Validictori- from the Outlook
a
with
homerun.
the
ed
team
The music was presented by the
was chosen for hard, you had all the summer
The less you handle ground an gave the Farewell address. awards were received by the
Next games are with. Father
Quality materials
Rhythm
20.
and
scholarship
Bombers,
Manassas
so why not slow down?
namely
lee the more juicy and the
Bertrand Carver and Lester.
Sunday afternoon at 4 p. m. 10 honor students,
and
who
very
perform
well.
abilworkmanleadership
Why
Joe
isn't
Brown
going
to
Services Meek Lacey, Myrtle Bryson, MATH WINNERS
tender it will be. Shape the
Bacculareate
Come on out and see the Tigers
ship.
ity. Carlos re- the prom? Why Josephine Paine
RidMarshall
Bonds,
Barbara
\W.
Akrc patties gently and quickly. were held in the school gymOnce again six Manassas stu- play their last games.
sides with his and Verna Walker aren't going
Do not pack patties or mash nasium. Scripture was read by ley, Frances Sullivan, Eliza- dents won honors for them- DATE SEEKERS
uncle, Nicholar to the prom? What would JosMullin,
Faye
Bryson,
beth
them down with a spatula while Rev. C. D. McKelvy, pastor,
John Shaw and James Mcand
six
school
by
selves
taking
at 1584 ephine Paine do if she finally
Oliver
Bond,
Ruby
Harris,
cooking.
Lane Chapel C M E church; Ethel P.
places in a recent math con- Glown are on the lookout for a
Short street. At got M. B. (BTW)?
Mullin.
Gertie
and
Owens,
Hamburgers can be good food Prayer, Rev. W. A.
date to the Prom. Young lahe DEDICATIONS
Manassas,
The class was presented to test. There were only 12 places dies interested must possess
and varied food and since they pastor Morning Star Baptist
and
these
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of
students
adclass
is president of You Got the Power — Betty
the
HARRIS
by
Tuggle
H.
D.
Burnett,
H.
M.
are also cheap food, the wise church; Rev.
these qualifications- neat comCottrell Thomas and them. In the 12th grade division
the senior class and was also Cunigan and Carlos Harris.
cook will feel justified in allow- a member of the faculty and visor
plexion, jazzy shape, pleasing
won
first
Napoleon
Williams
presented
Vance
president of the Junior Class, Al I Could Do Was Cry —
Jennie
Mrs.
North
the
of
elder
presiding
ing herself a few frills now and
Elouise Smith, John McClellan.
members place, Albert Thompson w o n personality and must be be- the previous year.
31
the
to
diplomas
the
preached
then so that the meatballs will Jacksoi District
tween the ages of 1G-20.
second
place,
and
Albibus
TabI'm With You — A I b ert
class.
Priced from
the
of
He is a member of the 12-4A
not have the taste nor appear- sermon using as a subject
or won third place in senior BIG QUESTIONS
Thompson, Mary McCloud,
MEET
CLUBS
is
Music
Peeples
T.
0.
which
"
of
class
Achieve
ance of poverty. An extra dab "You Can
Everyone is wondering who
Spring blossoms of yellow comprehension. In the 11th
He is a member That You Love Me—Marion
of butter, piquant seasonings was furnished by the High
is
Willie Shinault, a member of the instructor.
in
grade,
Plane
Geometry,
home
the
decorated
white
and
directhe
club, the Big Brown, Gloria Haley.
Timers
Ole
the
under
of
Chorus
and paprika slowly mingling School
of Mrs. Lon Cunningham on Larry Blanchard won second 12-4. taking to the Prom?
Three social club, Hot Rods Well, now is the time to
with the juice of grilled bur10th ave., when she entertained place and Beverly Williams Why Ernest Lieeins isn't in sports club and is president of make like the wind and blow.
readgers are all economies in the a service provided to the
the Thursday Sewing club last took third. Inthe ninth grade, the Teens? I wonder what hap- the science club. He is an hon- So long, see you next week,
long run since they will pre- er of the Tri-State Defender week. Mrs. Cunningham greet- Claudette Walton won third pen. huh?
okay?
or student and has achieved
serve the family's taste for bur- through the cooperation of the ed her guest in a lovely silk place in Algebra I.
Why Mary McLeod has been
His
favorseveral
scholarships.
gers. Also, try a pinch of thyme, Memphis Daily Counri. Mrs. print, with the assistance of There were others who took quiet these past few days' Is
ite subjects are science and
clove, mace and-or nutmeg in Williams is a teacher of Home Mrs. Freddie Thomas. She this test, but there wasn't it because of ART?
NOTEg AS
mathematics. After finishing
your meatballs for a new taste. Economics at Manassas High Served a delicious Barbecue enough places for all of the stu- TRIPLE RATERS
plans to attend
school
Carlos
LOW AS
"A Guide To Good Eating" is school.
plate with all the trimmings. dents. Edna Madison, another Jane Hunt, Fred Henderson college in Illinois.
The dining room table was senior, has won first and sec- and Ruby Hampton; Thomas
Carlos speaks Spanish fluentoverlaid with a lovely lace ond place in Algebra I, Alge- Harding. Inez Macklin and Benand his hobbies are reading,!
y
bra
and
II
but
Geometry,
didn't
aran
by
centered
cloth and
jamin Malone; Helen Tolliver.
making and dissecting
rocket
a
win
place
this
year,
meetlosing
rangement of fruit. The
Leona
and
Smith
Alfred
Per Month
animals, and swimming. When
ing we, called to order by the by only a few pointi. She says Cleaves: Ralph Prater, Nadine
stated,
he
girls,
about
asked
Roe.
she's
glad
it
was
won
by
Addie
other
President Mrs.
Taylor and Lawrence Cum- "Girls are unstable."
Each member is to make an Manassas students.
mings.
CODE OF ETHICS
We are proud of having the TOP FELLOWS
Boil a vinegar solution in your
apron to display at the state
It is better to be seen and teakettle to remove a ligitt lime
pal
best math teachers, who have Charles
meeting in June. Secret
Branham, Luther
and
deposit. Repeat at intervals, using
gifts were opened and enjoyed coached these students on to Robertson, Freddy Thomas, not heard. Avoid loudness
victory. The persons in the Willie Shiault, Milton Renolds, rowdiness. Don't wander thru the some vinegar solution.
by all present.
Mrs. C. D. McKelvy waS math department are: Mrs. J. Issiac Hayes, Jimmy Lee, Sam- the best years of your life aim—
guest and gave expressions of R. Turner, teaching Algebra II, uel James Louis Holmes and - gratidude for a lovely even- trigonometry, solid geometry, and Larry Blanchard.
Members present were and advanced math; Mrs. Eling
TOP COEDS
Mesdames A. B. Roe, Eva dora Amos, teaching Algebra
Maggie Hankins, Alberta
Thomas, Mos- H, and Plane Geometry; Miss
Musing Article II THE WILL getting divorced. She won't Moody, Freddie
Clark, Edna Madison, Beverly
Thomas,
Freddie
Floyd,
G. Threet, teaching Algebra I,
TO FAIL. It takes energy to come to any parties or go on sie
Walton,
Williams, Claudette
Floyd, Maude Ferrell, along with Miss E. Williams,
fail. . .This is something which,dates. and she hardly talks to Mossie
Trueheart, Hattie MitVeola
Lena Lyons, and M. Weed. Miss S. L. Hicks
we seldom see at once. But any anyone at school anymore. We Luella Thompson,
chell. Ernestine Harris, Bobbie
hostess. is teaching high school math.
the
and
Rawls
Addie
bate
and
is
she
terrific
think
all
much
doctor can tell you how
Hall and Shirley Dortch.
Rainbow Girls Club met SPOTLIGHT
energy a man must expend to to see her tearing herself apart The
of
home
the
Tuesday night in
This week's spotlight turns to
resist motion. Physical inaction like this. People say we have
one if their advisors (your a 17-year-o I d
is no true sign that life-force no business butting in. What
scribe). The meeting was cal- senior, Maggie
is not being burned away. We can we do? Friends
led to order by the President Hankins. Magaside
her
Take
ow that those who succeed Dear Friends:
Joyce Thomas. Reports of the gie resides with
feelings
warm
explain
your
and
breathe
sunsets,
same
the,
project were given, After this her mother,
understands
her.
Once
she
e seine air, love arai are,to
Mrs. Jennie Vance, President
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
loved no less than failures and that you are all with her, she of the Parents Club, the Gloxi- Mrs. Belle HanDrive south on Highway
Don't
kins of 232 A
will
strength.
have
Kenneth T.. Keating (Rnew
Sen.
in addition they have something
61
to Horn Lake Road,
Club briefGarden
and
Art
nia
N.Y.), closed his orekly telemore: the knowledge that they let anybody tell you you are ed the girls on the State meet- Dixie Mall, and
south
on Horn Lake fe
of
a
constituents
is
member
his
to
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report
are
in.'
You
'butting
vision
have chosen to move in the diDyersburg, Tenn., in
in
ing
JACKSON
7
A4DRE34
one
block
south of Gest.
the Emmanuel
by saying:
friends. She needs you now. Go
rection of life and growth.
June.
great 'hero of the
Baptist church.
or School.
Then why do we fail? Espe- and help her.
"My office handles literally,
She encouraged the girls to
plain people'
gradu- t,••
After
cially why do we work hard at Dear Carlotta: I am a mid- attend so that they could behundreds of letters every sin-'
HANKINS
plans
she
been
ation
have
dle-aged
I
widower.
bebesides
failure? Because,
gle day of the week. I thought
come acquainted with the State
ing creatures subject to the very busy working trying to work. Mary Lois Newhouse and to further her education at How- I had seen just about everyWILL to LIVE and the WILL take care of my young daugh- Nancy Sherron were elected as ard university or Talladega col- thing as fir as mail is conto POWER, we are driven by ter without the aid of a step voting delegates. Martha House lege, where she will study to cerned until the other day when
She 11
another WILL, the WILL to mother. I am afraid I am a and
a letter came back with the
Lennette Landers and become a pharmacist.
minor- enveloped marked:
and
science
in
is
FAIL. To realize that there is little backward. My daughter
Flora Harrell are to appear majoring
a down - dragging, frustrating a teenager now, and a young on the talent Program. Mrs. ing in math.
"'Deceased — left no forAround school she is a mem- warding address "
current which is the first step man came to date her.
Jewell Ridley co advisor also
in turning from failure to suc- I heard him tell another fel- was present and encouraged the ber of the Mu Aftha Thee, chaplow she was a 'real gasser." Is girls to go to the meeting. lain of the Double Ten Society,
cess is important.
Braced against this current this good or had. . .and -vhat Hot Dogs, Potato chips, cookies secretary of the Honor SocieIf liberty and equality are
of the WILL TO FAIL. . .The on earth does it mean. Worried and punch was served the girls ty, secretary of her homeroom,
to be found In dechiefly
class,'
senior
energy that is going into fail- father.
by the Advisors. When you do treasurer of the
they will be best
mocracy,
Light • Mild• 90 Proof
ure can be used to healthy Dear Father: Man, she is hi not read any Humboldt news secretary of the senior execuwhen all persons
attained
guidance,
the
of
ends.
orbit! She is WAY out!. . .S1* you don't call any in. Won't tive, chairman
74343
governKENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY
alike share in the
Dear Carlotta: One of my girl Is the absolute end! You can you call SUnset 4-9625 and re- committee in her homeroomi
utmost.
the
to
ment
11U141111°
OLD CROW DISTILLERY CO.,FRANIVORT,KY..DISTR.81KATICIAALDIST.PROD.00.
ends at school is terribly wor- be proud, father to have a "real port happenings so they can be and an NDCC sponsor. In the
—(Ariatotle)
11113Millanniaminiuml
election of the who:s who, Mag-I
printed?
-ed because her parents are gasser" in your home.
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'COLOGNE YOU'RE VIE.ARIING.'
l
V

— ...
-e.

with
Dear Mme. Chante: I have just become acquainted
can
it
hope
and
column
your
for
column
your
been reading
it has
• ---------_----e - quite a while and do hope that be of some help to me as
lonely
you can help me like you have been to others. I am a
_--4 helped others. I am a young man in my 30's who would like
--.___--__............„-,-,
lady be..------* lady of 37, 5 feet, 3 inches tall, to correspond with a
30. I am 5 feet,
.-e weigh 170 lbs., brownskin, con- tween 20 and
2 inches tall, brown complex1
aidered nice looking. Would like 9/
I am looking for a serious
young
man
ion.
to meet a lonely
girl who wants somegood
minded
a
in
interested
is
who
,.......,.._
of life. I am a hard
please
out
thing
sincere
.--=----- woman. If not
photo WS PEReAtSSI OLE.,C OR A MAN TO eett AR CoLOGNE ...
send
Will
man.
time
and
working
your
waste
not
do
---L-7,
mine. If possible enclose phone with first letter. James White, BUT YOU IeSeuSE el:IN5TIA0 OF ri BUNG PitASANT...
number. Will answer all letters. me E. 42nd at., 1st floor, Chi- %I'S oe v-ENSteE! i SuCeGEST TeItte'r You GET 50101EONG, -co 1E0,04 • teow co uSE ree
Miss 0. Kelly, 6547 Kimbark, cago 53, Ill.
o
e
•
•
Chicago, Ill.
• ••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a writing you to see if you can
lonely lady of 64, 5 feet, 4 inch- help me. I would like to meet
es tall, 140 lbs. I arm looking a nice young lady between 30 f
for a good husband around 66 and 40 who is interested in maryears old. Will send photo and riage. If not sincere, please do
will answer all mail. Estella not write. Send photo in first
Wiggins, 140 Hugh St., Drew, letter. Ernest Dicks, C-0 John
Dawkins, 103 W. 138th at., New
Miss.
•••
York, N. Y.
• ••
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
Chante: I am a
Dear
column
Mme.
your
of
reader
regular
/
and enjoy it so much, I decid- very lonely man and would
ed tp write to you and ask for appreciate very much if y o u.
pen pals, male and female. I will help me find a sincere, afam a lonely widow who will fectionate, attractive wife. She
answer all letters. My complex- must be between 35 and 40—
ion is olive tan, brown eyes, not over 150 lbs., light brown
red hair, 5 feet, 5 inches tall, complexion, no children a n d
150 lbs. Would like to hear from free to travel. I am from Calimen and women between 45 and fomia and have lived here in
59. I am a practical nurse. I Cleveland almost a year. I am
like all good clean sports, danc- 39, 6 feet, 2 inches tall, weigh
ing and music. Mrs- Demitillia 170 lbs., dark brown complexion
King, 623-25th st., Denver 5, and very nice looking. Most of
Colo,
all I am sincere, honest and
Eugene
affectionate.
very
PHILADELPHIA — Si n c e chases of commissary supplies
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a Clarke, 1357 E. 110th St., Cleve- the introduction of the steam
for use in dining cars, railway
very lonely woman who would land 6, Ohio.
locomotive to this country, restaurants, construction camps :
•• •
like to meet a nice Christian
American railroads have been
camp cars amount to apman between 40 and 60 years Dear Mme. Chante: I am a worki
ngand
the farmwith and for
Florida
a
South,
the
in
lawyers
is race is less hate-provoking Nevertheless, the early-mornBy ALVIN C. ADAMS
old. I am 42, 5 feet, 11 inch- very lonely man of 53. I live er. During the period when the Proximately $25 million a year.
against ing blast came as a surprise, Law school dean pointed out, es tall, medium brown complex- on the outskirts of a small town great network of railroads was
Members of the National Bar han discriminating
Moreover, railroads are the
and he urged members of the ion. I am a hard working Chris- like in the country. Would like being built, for example, agri- only transportation agencies
Association loudened their cla- him, Douglas stated. "But you he said.
mor for Negro federal district an't ask special favors just Nashville officials have of- profession to consider practic- tian woman and live quietly. If to meet a lady between 45 and culture flourised.
that contribute appreciably to
not sincere, please do not re- 55 who lives on a farm. I am
judges at a midwestern region- because you are a minority fered $10,000 reward for infor- ing there.
New regions were opened, the costs of local government.
conviction
the
to
propoleading
rights
mation
civil
the
group,"
Sherman
the
al conference in
ply. Miss Rheta White, General looking for a Christian lady. I farm activity was stepped up
of persons responsible for the Thomas M. Jenkins, head of Delivery,
ent stated.
Chicago 7, Ill.
hotel Saturday.
am 5 feet, 8 inches tall, 225 lbs. and farm production increased. In many rural communities, for
school,
law
M
and
A
Florida
across
the
home,
Looby's
The association of 4000 Ne- Turning to the 1960 Civil explosion.
*
brown skin. Will answer all Rail transportation opened new instance, rail taxes constitute
•
•
students
Southern
Col- also praised
gro attorneys, headed by Elmer ights Act, Douglas said Ne- the street from Meharry
l W. A. Valentine, markets and made older ones the chief source of public remail promptly.
have
You
Chante:
for having the courage to do Dear Mme.
venues and have contributed to
C. Jackson, jr., of Kansas City, roes seemed to take little in- lege, and the unoccupied house
1,
Ohio.
Rt.
Jewett,
find
people
more accessible.
many
so
helped
have
wouldn't
"students
what
dam•••
lightening the tax burden of
Kan., has been pointing out to erest in it. Many Senators re- next door were severely
help
can
you
trust
I
I was happiness,
f
Railroads also helped build up farm
m populations.
U.S. Presidents since its organ- ceived only three or four let- aged.
further me. I am 58, a widow, 5 feet, Dear Mme. Chante: I am great centers of industry, and
city's other
ization in 1926 the inadequate ers a day on the bill and few Looby and the
to
you
writing
because
maybe
Governor
Le5
medium
lbs.,
198
tall,
inches
communithese and the older
representation of Negroes on of those were from Negroes, he Negro attorneys are defending
sit-in demonstrators and have roy Collins for his liberal stand brown complexion, pleasant dis- you can hep me. I am now in ties became important consumpointed out.
the federal judiciary.
demon- position, of the Baptist faith. I the veterans hospital. I have ing centers for the farmers'
The Civil Rights Act, the 200 cases pending, he stated.
In a report on federal judges,
am a good cook and a wonder- been here for two weeks as a products. In many parts of the
attorney's
There
the
on
second
item
judiciary committee chairman
housekeeper. I would like to result of an auto accident. I country railroads were developful
Edward B. Toles stated that of
with a gentleman don't know how long I'll be in ed primarily as adjuncts to
correspond
I
the 235 district judges, not one
and
60
65, good char- this hospital but if any ladies agriculture, serving as connectbetween
Is a Negro. Toles added that
for him to care to write, I'll be glad to ing links between the farmer
like
I
would
acter.
appointbeen
three judges have
who
be
Christian
loves the hear from them. I am 40, 5 and his markets.
a
ed to lifetime positions in other
church and will make a good feet, 11 inches tall, light brown Today, American agriculture
federal courts
home. Mrs. Tinnie Mae Sykes, skin, black graying hair. Age, could not thrive without the
Only twelve Negro lawyers
2272
E. 43rd St., Cleveland 3, color or looks don't mean a unintferrupted, low-cost tran(including the three lifetime apthing to me. Please send photo. sportation service provided by
Ohio.
pointments) have been named
•• •
James Neal, 615 S. 18th St., the railroads. Similarly, railfederal judges by U. S. Presiroads depend heavily upon the
Dear Mme. Chante: I have Philadelphia, Pa
dents in the entire history of
traffic originating from or des- SAN FRANCISCO — Mrs. Tarethe
judiciary,"
federal
the
tined to the farms of this na- rea Hall Pittman, acting regionport continued.
tion.
al secretary of the West Coast
Not admitting the group's
exand
varied
the
meet
To
report
the
failed,
have
pleas
Region NAACP has announced
acting needs of their economic
did, however, state progress has
of the sixth annipartner, railroads make huge a celebration
moved at a snail's pace.
Supreme Court
the
investments in facilities and versary of
suggested
The committee
agriculthroughout
equipment
school cases to
the
in
Decision
that at least 15 Negro federal
tural regions. Among these are be held in Sacramento, Sunday,
district judges be appointed by
grain elevators, warehouses,
the President to represent 20
special cars, icing stations, and May 22.
million Negro citizens. Toles
countless freight sidings, load- Plans for the Celebration cenurged appointments to district
who
may
Twins,
physically
have
taldifferent
aptitudes,
ing platforms and station fa- ter around en' NAACP. pilgrimDisthe
Angeles,
courts in Los
be hard to tell apart, psycholog- ents, interests, and skills."
cilities.
trict of Columbia, Chicago, Deage to the California State Capically need and seek individu- To help twins adjust to a They also seek to promote
troit, St. Louis, Newark, N. .1.,
steps where commemoraitol
al recognition, according to an
the farm industry, cooperating
New York City, Cleveland and
as
of
that
them
thinks
world
services will be held.
tive
article in Today's Health magaand
Philadelphia.
one rather than as two, the with agricultural agents
the services will
Highlighting
zine.
new
developing
Jackson supported the recin
communities
article said parents should:
by the Rev. Edaddress
an
be
an
for
identi"Twins
struggle
that
ommendation and stated
cash crops and other sources
meeting in Chicago's Sher- attorneys deft to right): AaLOOBY
Z. ALEXANDER
bills pending in Congress to (third from left) and Mrs. man hotel. Talking with the ron Payne, Euclid L. Taylor, ty which, because of the very Dress twins differently and of farm income where soil, ward Odom, national church
create 40 new district and five Looby get together with mem- Nashville couple, whose home Thomas M. Jenkins and circumstances of their birth, is give them different toys; treat climate and other conditions secretary of the NAACP.
constantly threatened with them as individuals by playing
NAACP area conference presappellate benches should be bers of the National Bar As- was destroyed by a bomb, are George W. Lawrence.
are favorable.
article said. up their special skills and taleclipse," the
Joseph Kennedy a n d
idents
passed.
Many American railroads
sociation during a regional
"Twins therefore find it neces- ents; refer to them by their
Charles James will lend their
Senator Paul H. Douglas, U.S.
of
staffs
permanent
maintain
sary to assert a cherished in- names, never "the twins," eduAssistant Deputy Attorney Gen
who branches in k motorcade to the
dividuality and to demand in- cate outsiders not to ask the experienced agriculturists
capitol.
era! John D. Calhous and Nashwas discussed in a
twins, "Which one are you?" devote their entire efforts to Atty. Nathaniel Colley, chairdividual recognition."
ville Councilman Z. Alexander luncheon address by Calhoun.
There is scientific proof, the encourage each twin to develop bringing about greater agricul- man of the West Coast Region
Looby addressed the 200 law"The voting records title on
article continued, that even his own interests; encourage tural prosperity.
the
meeting's
on
present
yers
Legal Committee, is coordinator
powtremendously
a
is
face
its
twins are not carbon each to cultivate some friends Further, a substantial part of the program, while the Sacidentical
Civthree topics—Negro judges,
he can call his alone; and en- of the aggregate income of rail
erful instrument and the voting
copies of each other.
NAACP, under
il Rights Laws and the sit-in
can be made a
courage each to spend some 'employees, approximately $5 ramento Branch
title
at
referee
life
begin
to
apt
are
"They
meeting
all-day
The
movement.
Eugene Covof
leadership
the
for
spent
effective weapon in securdifferent sizes and to grow at time on his own away from billion a year, is
in the hotel's Louis XVI room most
pur- ington, will act as host.
Railroad
products.
home.
the
Negroes.
"They
to"
farm
vote
ing
the
said.
it
rates,"
different
commemorated Law Day, May
official
Department
1, proclaimed by President Justice
out.
pointed
Eisenhower.
Douglas, who has nominated He said the department hopes
three federal judges during his to achieve significant measures
political career, answered the in the continuing fight for civil
group's demands for More Ne- rights through the new act, the
second civil rights bill passed
gro judges with:
"If we portion out judicial since 1875.
positions on a percentage basis In the afternoon sLoolsion, Lo
to ethnic groups, every nation- by, defense attorney for Fisk
Elderly persons, if reason- members of the Duke Univerality will want its share. And and Tennessee State student sitably healthy, continue to be sity department of psychiatry,
there just aren't enough posi- iners, praised the courage and
sexually active beyond the age Durham, N. C., as part of an
tactics of the demonstrators.
tions for this."
extensive evaluation of the
The state's senior Senator The veteran lawyer, whose AlTY. RUSSELL R. DeBOW, room. Some 200 lawyers at- of 90, a study showed.
agreed there are several Ne- home was practically destroyed (standing) confers with Mr. tended the meeting on Negro
activities and at- aging process.
sexual
The
groes qualified for federal by a bomb April 19, stated "I and Mrs. Antoin Gossaway federal judges, the, civil rights
An article on the study by
titudes .of 250 volunteer geriajudgeships.
have come to expect threats as during the meeting in the law and sit-in deetionstrations.
Drs.
by
studied
Gustave Newman and
tric subjects were
Sherman hotel's Louis XVI
Favoring a man because of a matter of course."
Claude R. Nichols appears in
the current Journal of the
American Medical Association.
The group studied represented a generally successful
adaptation to aging. None was
hospitalized or living in nursing homes or homes for the
aged. They ranged in age from
SO to 93.

Louden Cry For More
Negro Federal Judges

est Coast To
e e ra e
ourt Ruling .

Say Twins Seek
Individuality

Chicagoan Gets Post
SPRINGFIELD, — Governor
William G Stratton has announced the appointment of
Dr. Fred Mau of Chicago, an
official oi the V. S. Department of Agriculture for 42
years, to head Illinois' new
meat inspection division.

EMPLOYEES
RAILROAD
pack ice into refrigerated car
that moves farm products to
market. Railroads have worked hand-in-hand with farmers

since their earliest days. making markets more at ailahlo
and opening the way to new
ones.
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Abotst People. Placa@
And Problems
FRANK L. S1ANLEY

rCIT'S NOT ME 'COAT'S DOING 11...
YOU'RE
1(ILLING qOURSEL4ES AND INNOCENT ONES
•

••

IR.. Editor one Genera/ Manage.

LOUISVILLE—Sit-in demon- all downtown eating places exstrations, or the threat of Ahem, cept from one major hotel.
had amazing success at Jeffer- This particular hotel was not
Subscription rote- One soar 56; sin months
son City, Mo.
locally owned and the manager
55 50. 42-year special Subscription rote 510i
rhe Tri-State Defends, Does Not
The uniqueness of the result had orders to close down if
Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscri
pts or Photos.
is that practically all restaur- demonstrations took place.
ants and other public places are However, another hotel had
Published Every Thursday by the Tri-State
Defender Publishing Co
Entered us Second
now open to customers indis- been desegregated for several
Class Mattel at the Memphis Post Ottic• Match
years but not a single eating
criminately.
20 1)52 Under Act of March 2, 1879.
establishment. Attempts have
Here's
happene
how
it
d.
StuSERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-ST
ATE AREA
dents at Lincoln university, Jef- been made from time to time
ferson City, inspired by recent by small groups and by single
sit-in" efforts at integration of persons to be served in individeating places in the South, re- ual establishments. But no consolved to do something of the certed effort had been made until L. U. students decided to do
sort in Jefferson City.
something about it.
The Rev. Mr. Mintz, president Meanwhi
le Rev. Mintz arof the Ministerial Alliance of ranged
a meeting of the Mayor
Jefferson City, learning of the
and Governor Blair. The latter
The first meeting of the new Naa more democratic deal for the Negro. firm determination of the stuwas very desirous of total detional Negro Labor Council will be held
The rebuke administered to Mr. Ran- dents to stage a demonstration, segregation success.
discussed the situation with the
in June, -under the leadership of the celedolph when he brought up the question Alliance members.
All voiced The strategy was that the stubrated President of the Brotherhood of
of union racial discrimination before the concern and the Negro clergy dents themselves conducted a
luncheon meeting with the ownSleeping Car Porters—A. Philip RanSAM DIVIDED HIGHWAYS —.BUT THE
AFL-CIO convention last summer said something would have to ers. At this meeting a petition
INNOCENT CAN'T BE DIVIDED FP.01•A
be done soon. The clergy adolph. This union is affiliated with the
helped to crystallize sentiment in favor mitted
THE RE.CKL.E.Sc.
their ineffectiveness by bearing 707 names was present1111Rmerican Federation of Labor and Conof the formation of the Negro Labor acknowledging that their own ed. Finally every business own,
s • •
er present agreed to integrate
gress of Industrial Organization, the
•
•
••
Council. At the convention President churches were as yet not inte- except
one
—
the
out-of-t
own
joint body set up in 1955 when the two Meany of
grated.
the Federation challenged in
owner of the hotel. He was teleThey also suggested that the phoned on the spot and
main trade union groups amalgamated. ill-tempered
told of
language Mr. Randolph's Rev. Mr. Mintz might
take the general decision to desegreThe establishment of t h e NNLC right to speak
leadership
for Negro labor.
because
Grace gate. So he agreed to make it
means that an attack upon the FederaThe incident left a bad impression church has for many years 100 percent.
been an
tion's discriminatory practices will be on the
ed parish.
Jefferson City integration of
minds of Negro leaders. The Rev. integrat
Mintz called
upon course is not yet perfect. No
consolidated from within and will be
NAACP has criticized the segregated Mayor Forrest Whaley. His call
city's is. It began six years ago
joined from the outside by the National branch
es of the Brotherhood of Railway occurred at the time of a mass when Lincoln university and the
meeting
Association for the Advancement of Clerks and the
university cam- local Episcopal church became
anti-racial practices of a pus and onthetheMayor
had just
Colored People which is highly critical dozen other
gated.
unions in the Federation. been informed by university desegre
The experience of the paris'i
of the AFL-CIO racial policy.
These injustices must be corrected, and authorities that they could no enabled its Rev. Mr, Mintz
to
Great- Fights.Wetnessed
longer
The main objective of the new Negro corrected quickl
the situation.
give positive leadership to dey if American labor is Rectorcontrol
and Mayor then beI am not a fighting
Labor organization is to exert pressure to have the right
my- proprietor himself, in the rush a word.
to advocate social jus- gan a round of telephone calls segregating Jefferson City's self. I have not had a man
physical for the doors,
public accommodations. The enupon the leaders of the Federation and tice as a major
got pushed out Grandma just picked up a
and
persona
l visits to key res- rollmen
promise of the democratt of some 600 white stu- fight since I was in grammar into the
small chair and brought it down
its affiliates in the hope of effectuating ic process.
taurant operators. The followstreet.
school.
But I have seen some
dents at Lincoln university gave
on
the MD who was beating
ing day was spent by the Rev.
further cause why the capital fights worthy of the most "Lemme back in," he cried. his wife. His back
Mr. Mintz in personal visits to
was turned
action
- packed niovie. From But how could he get back with
city of Missouri should take the
and she caught him by surthe operators and in a consullead. Aiding the whole move- Kansas City to Chicago to Los so much fighting and running prise. Stunned
, he wheeled, and
tation with Mayor Whaley. This
ment were the
1
I,
Former President Harry S. Truman, all delegates or the Big
i Com- Angeles to Harlem, I have been going on in the very vestibule the old ;ady gave him the chair
Boys in 'the was Thursday and something mission on HumanMissour
spectato
mere
a
itself?
However
r
some
at
great
,
there
were
no
Rights, a milagain with all her might. He
e stormy petrel of the Democrats, has smoke
knives drawn. There are still
-filled rooms. In the perspective of had to be accomplished by the itant but level-headed student sidewalk or bar combats.
fell, and she broke the chair
end of the week.
been stirring so much trouble for his
In Harlem one night I was some colored people who fight
up on his head and shoulders,
political history, the Democrats — hav- So, through the restaurant body and faculty, receptive standin
g at a bar listening to like gentlemen — just fisticuffs.
white citizens and a liberal
party that there may not be much time
while the young lady cried,
Associat
ion,
a
meeting
was call- Governor.
Simple when two playful fel- But the bar was a shambles
left to undo the harm he has done and ing not won a Presidential election since ed by the Rev. Mr. Mintz
for It would be wonderful for lows next to me began to kid when the fight was over. I "Oh, grandma, don't kill Le1948 — can scarcely claim to have a 9 Friday morning, March 25.
Roy! Don't kill my husband!"
still doing.
Kentucky if Frankfort could each other. The kidding con- know, because instead of trying When
grandma stopped, LeProclaiming himself as the lord high monopoly on hindsight or on the power Prior to this meeting he had follow this unique example. I cerned who could hit the hard- to get out the front door, I re- Roy
attempt
obtained tacit agreements from believe it can.
ed to get up off the
est. Shortly they began to spar tired to the back until the acpooh-bah on everything political, Mr. of prevision.
floor. Grandma then took a
in friendly fashion. But, by ac- tion subsided.
small table and, holding it by
Truman here of late has been conductcident, one fellow hit the other But the greatest fight I think
The paradox in Mr. Truman's forone
leg, laid him low again.
ing a one-man crusade against what he mula
in the belly at a spot where it I have ever seen involved a
is that it does not equate with his
"You'll
never beat up on my
is not comfortable to be hit. young lady, a young man, and
calls "hot-house" liberals in the Democoncept of a "genuine liberal" — a term
Whereupon, his friend deliver- a grandma. It happened on e grandchild whilst I am in the
cratic party.
ed an upper cut that could summer when I was living in house," she said.
which he has not bothered to define exNo one who is familiar with the plicitly
hardly have been comfortable Los Angeles. Across the street "Don't kill LeRoy," the young
. But his banquet-speeches, his
either.
one night, a man-and-wife quar- lady pleaded.
present crop of Democratic Presidential
"I am not trying to kill him,"
press-conference comments all point to
And before I knew it, my rel began and mounted in volhopefuls can have any doubts as to
said
grandma, "just trying to
his projecting the Truman image as
own glass had been knocked out ume until the whole neighborteach him a lesson." And she
whom the Truman shafts of sarcasm
hood
of
was
my hand by a blow that
Ilstessing, for in the
By LOUIS CASSELS
way.
did. She knocked him cold.
talie directed. He is against Kennedy, symbolic of true liberalism.
went wild and struck me. By heat all doors" and windows
leader
it
calls
By the time tits cops came,
Catholic
A
Howeve
r,
the
Laymen
gave
Truma
unique
oppora
n
image
were
that
of
open.
time,
several
the "The most arresting Christian
friends of the
Wrumphrey and by implication StevenLeRoy
was unable to lift a hand
tunity to help Christianize the participants became involved, Then the young man struck
son, though the latter is not a candi- fighting liberal who won his spurs in phenomenon of our time."
against grandchild or grandma.
and
a
battle
royal
broke out. his wife and she hit him back, He was
1948 and extended his tenancy at the A protestant scholar says it social order of which they are
prone. And who do you
date at the moment.
The perturbed owner of the and the action could be clearly
think the cops arrested? LeRoy.
White House on the civil rights issue, is "The most significant change a part. They can do this by bar, a large fat
gettlem
an of seen through their living room They dragged
What the sage of Independence, Mis- has been erased
come in the religious taking their faith to work with color whose son,
him out to the
by Mr. Truman himself; that has
I understand, windows. Soon this man and squad
them
by
—
acting
Chrislike
generat
car and took him off to
ion,"
our
life
of
souri, hopes to do is to remove whatever by his
went
through
an
Ivy
League wife really went to town. But jail for
inconsistencies, by his disappoint- They are referring to a great tians in the decisions they make
daring to hit a hand
college on the proceeds of this when it looked as if the man
aura of political respectability that ing failure
as businessmen, union officials,
against defenseless womanhood.
to be on history's side and by arousal of laymen.
drink
empori
um,
said,
"St
o
p would get the better of the He was both
swirls around these men. Truman wants his striden
ans, diplomats, television
bloody and bowthis jive!" But jive it had by woman, from the rear
t criticism that echoes like- rdmary Christian men and politici
broadca
came ed.
sters,
newspap
reporter
ti:( sweep out of the way anybody or, the voice
waking
women
are
up
the
to
now
ceased
to
be.
About
a
dozgrandma, pro'oallity -out of the "Serves him
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Racial Integration Advances In Cuba

It's Collapsible!
e Instruction
Students Receiv
ria,
in University Students Federation, Jose Antonio Echever

was killed
instructed
YOUNG CUBAN STUDENTS (photo at left) are being
militia.
The
Batista
Eche- during a clash with the police of former Dictator
a technical and home school. MEMBERS OF the "Jose Antonio
central mountainare men have just returned from hard training in the
verria" militia of the University of Havana (photo at right)
of the ous area of the Escambray Range.
shown during a parade at the place where the former president

At Quemoy
Haviest Barrage Fired
— Communist Chinese artillery

PARTIALLY INFLATED and unrolled at the Engineering Materials
and Design Exhibition, London, is a Dracone, a 100-ft., flexible, collapsible barge with a 35-tons oil-carrying capacity. Similar sausageshaped Dracones are already in use in West Africa and the Far East.
Others 200 ft. long with 320-ton capacity are under development.
(British Information Services)

Former President Leads Panama Vote
aint
U. N. To Hear Spy Plane Compl
PANAMA CITY — (UPI) — Former President and
ambassador to the Unit-

TAIPEI, Formosa — (UPI)
Islands
Saturday fired its heaviest barrage against the Quemoy
ministry said.
since March 23, the Nationalist Chinese defense
in two
Red shore guns hurled 118 shells at the offshore islands
evening.
the
in
one
and
dawn
bombardments, one before
last week
The Nationalist Navy was ordered into full alert
canceled.
with all leaves
may launch
Nationalist officials believe the Communnists
time of the
an attack in the Formosa straits around the
East-West summit talks.

Mother's Day
Find Son In Boat Early
Roy Gross faced spending

NEW YORK — (UPI) — The Soviet
of the
ed Nations said last night he expects to bring the case
Security
N.
U.
the
before
Russia
over
down
American U-2 shot
Council soon.
MosArkady A. Sobolev said he had no instructions from
S.)
(Nikita
an
"Chairm
but
incident,
cow concerning the
the SeKhrushchev said the matter would be raised before
council
curity Council ... I think it will be brought to the
soon."
"I
Sobolev told newsmen at a Czech diplomatic reception
incident.
know nothing more than you know" about the plane

U. S.
Charge Czech Diplomats Spy On
committee on

NEW YORK — (UPI) — Mrs.
was
Mother's Day in fear until her 12-year-old son, Tommy,
brother after
found early Sunday by his father and 14-year-old
being stranded in a row boat for eight hours on Jamaica Bay.
joined
The father and Roy, jr., were among volunteers who
when he
police and the coast guard in searching for the boy
afternoon.
failed to return after setting out in the boat Saturday
asleep
sound
was
broke,
oars
his
when
Tommy, stranded
In the boat when his father and brother found him.

Pakistan
Probe Plane's Landingi Ingovernm
ent spokesman

LONDON — (UPI) — A Pakistan
announced Sunday Pakistan plans to investigate Russian reports
r,
that an American reconnaissance plane landed at Peshawa
Pakistan, before flying into Soviet territory.
The Pakistani embassy's Foreign Secretary M. IkrAmullah
told UPI his government would place "a strong protest" with
the U. S. if the Rurrian report is found true.

d Affairs
Nehru, DeGaulle Talk WorlJawaharl
al Nehru

PARIS — (UPI) — Indian Prime Minister
arrived in Paris Sunday to exchange views with President
Charles DeGaulle on world problems and next week's summit
meeting.
Nehru arrived from London after attending the British Commonwealth prime ministers' conference.
After a one hour private conversation with De Gaulle Nehru
was the president's guest at lunch.

onetime ambassador to Washington Ricardo M. Arias Spinosa took
an early lead over two rivals Monday in the election race for
a successor to Panamanian President Ernesto De La Guardia
jr.
Fragmentary returns from Sunday's nation-wide polling
gave Arias 7,617 votes, Victor Florencio Goytia, an attorney,
had 6,389 votes and Roberto Francisco Chiari, a rancher,
trailed with 5,973.
An estimated 300,000 Panamanians cast their ballots in
what was described by officials as the most peaceful election
in this Central American republic in recent years.

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Rep. Thomas B. Curtis charged Tuesday that "political opportunists" in both parties are
pushing,for unneeded federal health insurance for the aged to
win votes in the November election.
The Missouri Republican's statement, made in a House
speech, followed Vice President Richard M. Nixon's announcement at Chicago Monday that the administration this week will
recommended a voluntary health insurance plan calling for
federal subsidies.
Nixon, who is expected to get the Republican nomination
for president, said the administration's plan would be offered
as an alternative to Democratic proposals that would add
health insurance to benefits of the social security program.
The administration opposes the latter approach,

Free Girl On $3,000 Bond In' Bomb Hoax
MILWAUKEE, Wis. — (UPI) — A Milwaukee high school
girl trying to delay her return home by allegedly staging a
bomb hoax against an Ozark Airlines plane, was arraigned on
a federal charge Monday night, then freed on $3,000 bond.
The girl was charged with perpetrating a bomb hoax. Li- S.
Commissioner John McBride set a hearing for May 16.

Need $7 Million For World Malaria Fight

GENEVA — (UPI) — The World Health Organization opened its 13th annual assembly Tuesday with a warning that un$7 million are found Immediately the world-wide malaria
PARIS — (UPI) — French political observers speculated less
on campaign faces a drastic setback.
eradicati
Monday that Premier Nikita Khrushchev, in his exploitation of
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S.
U.
to
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is
last week's plane incident,
than 90 per cent of the $12 million expended in
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faith" for a possible summit deadlock.
62 countries and territories.
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They said Khrushchev was blowing up an "every day"
atdistract
to
issue
political
espionage incident into a major
tention from Soviet rigidty on the German issue just before
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — Gov. William Stratton has
talks.
the May 16 summit
promoted John Cross from assistant chief of the state division
of narcotics control to head of the division.
Cross succeeds Malachi Harney who resigned recently to
bodychief
former
Joo,
Yong
SEOUL — (UPI) — Kwak
return to Washington, D. C. Harney, formerly with the Treasinguard of ex-president Syngman Rhee, was jailed Monday pend- ury Department, was named to head the division at its
"politi"Seoul's
of
boss
the
was
ago.
he
years
reports
of
two
tion
some
investiga
ing
celstion
Harney's assistant during that time was Cross, who precal hoodlum" gangs.
Kwak's arrest was ordered Thursday, when he ignored
viously spent 31 years with the Federal Narcotics Bureau.
a summons to appear at the district attorney's office for questioning. He surrendered voluntarily and was confined in SuDECATUR — (UPI) — Wendell Rowe, 13, was killed
daemoon prison.
Banner
Monday when he was struck by the Wabash Railroad
The former presidential bodyguard is suspected specifically
at a crossing here.
train
r
Passenge
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April
on
ators
demonstr
of ordering hoodlums to attack student
and
The boy was waiting for a frieght train to pass
18. the day before the demonstrations exploded into bloody riotBanner
the
of
path
the
into
tracks
the
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then stepped
ing.
witnessBlue coming from the other direction, according to

Cities Complain About Census Figureiss getting Khrushchev To Hit U. S. 'Bad Faith'
— The census bureau
WASHINGTON — (UPI)
to
ready for a flood of complaints that it doesn't know how
count.
Many cities, just as a matter of civic pride are expected
to protest that the government shortchanged them in counting
noses this year.
A spokesman said the bureau always is willing to recheck
figures for a city or county and do a limited recount if there
are obvious mistakes.

Troops Break Up March In Seoul

the
SEOUL — (UPI) — About 100 persons demonstrated in
the
center of the city Tuesday, demanding confiscation of
Troops
party.
liberal
erful
once-pow
the
of
property of leaders
with bayoneted carbines broke up the demonstration.
No casualties were reported.
The crowd assembled in Pagoda park and began a march
through the city. However troops swooped on the column before it had traveled more than a few hundred yards, and the
demonstrators scattered.

Texas Vote Boosts Johnson's Chance ic lead- Announce Plans For Ike's Trip To Japan
an— (UPI) — Senate Democrat
JOHNSON CITY, Tex.
er Lyndon B. Johnson said he will "do everything 1 possibly
can" to justify the grassroots support he won in Sunday's Democratic precinct conventions in Texas.
It was the closest Johnson has ever come to saying he will
be a candidate for the Democratic presidential nomination.
Grassroots voters issued Johnson an indirect mandate to
actively seek the presidential nomination. Hundreds of precinct
conventions adopted Johnson for president resolutions or instructed their nomination delegates to push the presidency
potential of. Johnson.

Still Supports Korea, Ike Says

un- U.S.
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The house
45
SEOUL — (UPI) — President Eisenhower assured exAmerican activities has published testimony charging that
New
and
on
Washingt
in
corps
ic
t Syngman Rhee Monday of continued U. S. sympathy
diplomat
Presiden
per cent of the Czech
and support for South Korea.
York engaged in espionage against the U. S.
k
"1 assure you that the United States will continue to feel
The charge was made in secret testimony by Col. Frantise
The
.
embassy
the
of
attache
air
and
bound by strong ties of sympathy to Korea under your succesTisler. former military
or sors," the U. S. President said in a message cabled to Rhee.
record, made public Monday night, did not reveal where
The ex-president, in acknowledging receipt of the message,
when the hearing was held.
Tisler quit the embassay on July 25, 1959. A State Depart- said South Koreans will give Eisenhower "one of history's
greatest welcomes" when he visits this country next month.
ment spokesman said he had requested asylum in the U. S.

Labels Health Aid Backers 'Opportunists'

WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The White House Tuesday
nounced plans for President Eisenhower's June 19-23 trip to
Japan and Korea including a precedent-breaking parade with
Emperor Hirohito through the streets of Tokyo.
Associate White House press secretary Anne Wheaton emphasized that the Japan-Korea schedule was "firm" when reporters questioned her about the possibility the president might
cancel his visit to Russia on the first leg of the around-theworld trip.
Other officials said they did not foresee any change in
the President's plan to visit Russia June 10-19, despite the
U. S. spy plane incident.

Name New Chief Of III. Narcotics Unit

Nab Rhee's Bodyguard For Riots

Decatur Youth Killed By Fast Train

h
Archbishop Snubs Red Mayor In Churc
op

Enrico
BAR!, Italy — (UPI) — Roman Catholic Archbish
Nicodemo refused to acknowledge the presence of Communistsupported Mayor Giuseppe Papalia at weekend services honoring St. Nicholas — the original "Santa Claus."
"The participation . . . of the Socialist-Communist city
council in the mass in Piazza mercantile . .. not only was not
asked for and not welcome . . . but was not admitted," he
boomed over the loudspeakers at the ceremony.
Papalia and his fellow marxists, with a shrug of the
shoulders, got up and left.

es.

Problems
De Gaulle Returns Home To OldGaulle
returned

PARIS — (UPI) — President Charles De
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Wednesday from a 16.800-mile tour of the new world
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Meet NDCC Cadets At Douglass High School
Staff Photos By Hardin And Duncan
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results jar.
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for
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the Howard Pinkstons. the Dr. ous personalities in their own girls have a monopoly and that City, Ark., Miss Ma'
Miami 38, Florida
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that
can't
Erma
Miss
ford,
admit
he'll
Theron
Northernqes. Dorris rjht
John
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W. W. Walker,
Bodden, Thaddeus Stokes. •• From Chula Vista, a suburb pete for another son.

Joyous Time Had At
Handy Cocktail Party

CALENDAR OF SOCIAL EVENTS I

50 Debutantes Presented At Kappa Alpha Psi Ball

AMONG THE lovely young
ladies who were presented at
the Kappa Debutante Ball in
Bruce Hall, LeMoyne college,

Friday night were, left to oile ('lift, Ruthie
Veronica
right, Misses Josephine Brid- Celia
Gladney,
ges, Carolyn Wells, Doris Haynes, I.orraine Fettles and
Thompson, Alice Morgan, Et- Modene Thomas. In keeping

'AWAITING PRESENTATION In full dress for young ladies
of debutantes, seen on stage to be introduced. Upon their
in background, escorts stand introduction, the exquisitely

with the current freedom the usual expenses of the
dri%e among Memphis Ne- "coming out" and donating
groes, parents of debutantes the difference to the Freedom
this year cooperated with the Fund.
Kappas by cutting down on

gowned debs walked down the tantes had been presented,
ramp to the side of their the escorts led their young
escorts. When all the debu- ladies in a beautiful waltz.
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MORE II1PPY DEBS are, cille Kennedy, Lillian Hall, Mary Milam
left to right, Misses Satnye Patricia Jordan, Hortense McChristan.
Lynom, Elizabeth Hines, Lu• Spillers, Eleanor Addison,

GO;' tI Jj

"i
RI

and Kercenna

AUP.:
escorts his floor follmiing her pi esentaMARILYN HARRIS and her ing presentation of Miss Itar• ./. D. SPRINGER
down the tion.
Carol,
debutante.
daughter,
1960
a
as
ris
followHarris,
father, M. D.

1960 DEB list Includes, left
to right, Misses Helen West,

ELEANOR ADDISON and her escort, Woodrow Miller.

Parker, Carol SpritzErnestine Henderson, Fames. Barb1r3 IaiI, Mattalyn Mc- liametta
Elsie Lewis.
and
WI!ger,
Moore,
guralia
Kinne),
Kinnard,
tine Stroud, Barbara

NATIONAL
INSURANCE WEEK
MAY 9-15w 1960
Life insurance is the greatest form of thrift used today by our people. Life insurance companies offer employment,finance homes and businesses through mortgages; finance public utilities and schools through
bonds; contribute to charity and civic enterprises, and
offer protection to your loved ones. Universal Life Insurance Company is one of these institutions. See your
Universal Life representative today.

UNIVERSAL LIFE INSURANCE
COMPANY
MEMPHIS,

TENNESSEE
480 LINDEN AVENUE
BRANCH OFFICE: 234 Hernando Street

THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER

Salutes
The Insurance
Men Of
Memphis During

NATIONAL
INSURANCE
WEEK
and
urges you to call one of
the companies advertising
on this page for an expert
to advise you on your
insurance program

NORTH CAROLINA

Your Family Happiness
is Assured With

Mutual Life Insurance

OUR LIFE FAMILY POLICY

Company
JA. 6-3663
571 VANCE

ATLANTA LIFE
INSURANCE COMPANY

There is A North Carolina
Mutual Policy For Every
Need.

520 Beale St.

JA. 6-1027
GEORGE W. LEE, Manager

Consult Your North Carolina Mutual
Representative — He Is Trained To Advise
YOU,

MEMPHIS DISTRICT ROSTER

Insurance Is The Best Investment
- YOU Can Make -

L. C. WALKER, Manager

AGENCY FORCE ATLANTA LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

STEPHEN EDLEY, Staff Manager
J. E. CHILDERS, Staff Manager
MELVIN ROBINSON, Staff Manager
MISS E. M. PIERCE, Cashier
MISS SANGUINFTTI HARRIS, ClerkM. S. ROMBY, Staff Manager
MISS HEN RENE L. GOWDY, P. T. Clerk
AGENTS
Earl Brown
Pete Gilmore, Jr.
Clifton Davis
Ben Lonzy Bess, Jr.
C. F. Morris
Ulysses Shelton
Fred L. Davis
C. S. Johnson
John Bolden
Robert Hunter
L. D. Worthan
Mrs. Mable Purnell
I. J. Graham
C. W. Cox
Howard Horton
James Bradley
Manso Allen
A. L. Thompson
Daniel Baker, jr
Roger O'Neal
Charles Smiley
J. C. Mason
N. R. Webster
J. H. Roland—P. T. Ordina
Booker T. Murphy
Leon Berkley
L. B. Green—P. T. Ordina

Dorothy Anderson
P. J. Britt
Frances Elam
Jackson Gales
James Gilmore
Zilphia Jackson
M. A. Johnson
Robert Marley

Myrtle Owsley
Annie Rhodes
Edith Smith
li Stitts
A. P. Turner
3. F. Whitlow
Ever Williams
Verne!! Williams

W. L. Bridges
William Edwards
D. A. Freeman
Saul Galloway
Maudie Hayes
Sarah Jenkins
Preston Jones
Robert Miller

W. C. Whitney
Frank Delk
L. M. Williams
W.M. Washington
Joe N. Taylor
Alvin Smith
E. R. Rhodes
R. Peterson

ASSISTANT MANAGERS AND OFFICE PERSONNEL
S. S. SARTIN, Assistant Manager
J. L. GASTON, Assistant Manager
ALMA BOWEN, Assistant Manager
A. J. LEWIS, Assistant Manager
MAURICE SMITH, Assistant Manager
A. E. TURNER, Clerk
B. M. RHODES, Cashier
IVA M. BUCHANNAN. Clerk
ELLEN JOHN SON, Clerk
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LeMoyne To
(continue
HS Courses

DOUGLASS MO
SCHOOL ROUNDUP
By

LeMoyne will continue its Refresher Course in English and
mathematics this summer for
high school graduates who are
planning to enter college in the
fall. This pre-orientation course.
which has been conducted for 4
summers, has helped scores of
.
high school graduates to grasp
a better command of these two
, Important subjects.
Many college freshmen discover too late that they are
weak in English and mathematics. The Refresher Course at
(11111Moyne helps the high school
'•• aduate to better prepare himself for college.
The course is open to any
student who may or may not
be planning to enter LeMoyne.
It is open to students who are
planning to enroll in any college.
Registration is June 4, and
classes will continue through
July 9. Tuition is $40 for the
summer. Interested students
should contact Miss Margaret
Bush, registrar at LeMoyne
college.

ARNETTA RAINEY

MOTHER'S DAY
and generous person. She is the
Sunday May 8, people all over type of person you would give
the world
were
observing your life for. She is a person
Mother's Day. To many peo- to be well-respected at
all
ple MOTHER means more to times. She is one whom you can
them than life itself.
keep in your uppermost conMost people are under the fidence.
impression that MOTHER is For some of us, our real
just another person. But, to her Mother is now departed from
family, she is * lovable, kind you, and their is someone else
taking her place. You are to
love and cherish her as if she
was your real MOTHER. It
sometimes makes her feel im•
portant for you to take your
problems to her.
So many people (especially
teenagers) aren't aware of the
fact that no one on this God
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A given earth will treat you as
second Undergraduate Research nice as your MOTHER.
Participation Program is to be ROUNDBALL FETE
Members of the Basketball
sponsored at A&T college beginTeam were given a banquet
ning this summer by the Na- Tuesday night May 3 at Tony's.
tional Science Foundation.
Several speakers were at the
Dr. Was-moth T. Gibbs, pres- banquet and they were Jerry
Johnson, LeMoyne college;
ident, announced this week that C.
C. C. Jones; Mr. Boone, formthe request for funds by the
er coach at BTW, Mr. Miller,
Department of Home 4010111g C. Johnson
and John Rhodes,
ics had been approved.
captain.
The new project will under- The purpose of this banquet
BRAINS AND BRONZE — Washington high school were eipal J. D. Springer is shown or Roll students, Who's Who Bronze Queen, Miss Jubilect
write
stipends of $540 each for was to present the Champs
More than 100 members of honored last week at a Rec- congratulating the students In Student Leaders of Amen- and other honors. (Staff Phothree students in the Summer with their basketball jackets
the enrollment at Booker T. ognition Day program. Prin. who were recognized as Hon. ca, National Honor society, to by George E. Hardin)
Program to be conducted for for the year. Members of the
nine weeks, beginning June 12 team
that received
jackets
As part of the activities of
and ending August 12, and for were: Joseph Norman, William
the fifth annual Business Cathree others of $150 each under Hutchinson, William Brown,
reer Day sponsored by Phi Beta
an Academic Year Program, Maurice Tucker, Jesse Kim.
mbda, awards were presentmons, Robert Manning, Jack
beginning next September.
to the winners in the an- The Hamilton
high school!la Jackson, Willie L. Smith,
Upper class students from Ballard, Odell King and John
. I typing contest and for the
PTA will hold its last meeting Swife and Little. The president
any college with high academic Rhodes. The jackets are ma)est high school exhibit.
for this school year Wednesday, and secretary are Mrs. Vera
records and majoring in home roon and white with CHAMPS
The first place trophy, which May
18, in the school cafetor- Herron and Emma Exum.
economics, chemistry or biol- on the shoulders.
was donated by Tri State ium.
ogy are eligible to apply for ad- THINGS TO PONDER
The elected officers for the Members of the Annie L.
It has been said that F. L.
Bank of Memphis, went to Bet- next two years
mission under the program.
will be install- Brown Health club met recenthas found her true love. Is it
ty Johnson. Joyce Fields was ed. Mrs. Ophelia
Byas is presi- ly at the Lelia Walker club
N. T. are M. T. Every time N.
awarded the second place tro- dent and Prof.
Harry T. Cash house. The highlight of the DULUTH, Minn. — (UPI) —
rides the bus Otha holds her
phy, which was donated by Un- is principal,
meeting was the report of the A shipping agent charged Sunbooks. I wonder why? Is he a
ion Protective Assurance co.
"Queen for a Day" tea day night that picketing of a
gentlemen or is he just being
Delores Prince was awarded The Boston Street Social club club's
NFW YORK — At an organi- nice? I wonder !! If
held at the club house in April. Liberian freighter in the Duluth
you haven't
the third place trophy which held its regular meeting recentassembled
ackto
port
zation
is
Washington
an
attempt
NOTE
EDITOR'S
by
meeting of the Board of a date for the prom, you
Eastern
Mrs.
Myrtle
McGaughey
ly
is
at
the
the
home
of
Mr.
and Mrs.
had
was donated by Mrs. D. T. Patport interests to give seaway Today writing BTW School nowledge the students receiv- Directors. of Chrysler Corporareporter.
better hurry because the prom
terson, faculty adviser of Phi J. Evans, 333 Boston. A tasty
ports
"a
tion,
black
sixth
eye."
L
L. Colbert, president, is on May 17.
Notes is Charles Miller. He is ing honors for the fifth
,repast was enjoyed by all. The Recent meetings of the IlliBeta Lambda.
1 next meeting will be held at the nois Central Railroad Ladies J. H. Remington, of the the 16-year-old son of Mr. and weeks period. The principal's was elected Chairman of t h e Does it appear to you, as it
The Douglas High school ex -'home of
Miss Fannie Ftich of Social club were held at the Duluth Seaway Agency, inc., Mrs. Mildred Miller of 855 F. list of honors (all A's) included; Board, Chief Executive Officer appears to me, that M. W. is
hibit was awarded the trophy 2443 Cable
and rheirman of the Finance taking D. from C.
W.? What
ave. The president homes of Mrs. lrine White, 1626 said his office again called LeMoyne Mall. Charles, a stu- Mildred Scott, Sammie Woods,
for the best high school exhibit, and
about that C. W.
reporter are Mrs. Louise Wilson and Mrs. Essie bailey of out stevedores Monday in an dent in Mrs. C. R. Johnson's Mamie Ford, Jane Brooks, Glo- Committee.
donated by Lawson - Cavette Gaines and
W. C. Newberg, who has been WEEK'S THOUGHT
Mrs. Josephine Lan- 1327 Ridgeway. The next meet- attempt to load the "World homeroom is a member of the ria Kerney, Mildred Smith,
Sporting Goods Co.
ders.
ing will be held May 17, at 1 Jasmine," which had been student council and Carver sci- Roosevelt Brooks, Charles Mil- Executive Vice President since "We are all humans in this
picketed since Friday by the ence club.
ler, Cathelia Barr, Ruby Wash- 1958, was elected President and world, so why not act like
The Spring tea sponsored by p.m., at the home of Mrs. Sus- Seafarer's International
Union.
one."
ington,
Ruth Campbell, Norrish Chief Operating Officer.
HONOR SOCIETY
the Twilight social club at the ie Stephens, 1435 Michigan.
The company chartered the Tuesday the A. Maceo Walker Trueman, Harold
Fong,
and
home of Mr. and Mrs. Sylvesship to take on a cargo of wheat chapter
of the National Honor Freddie Ray.
ter Wilson, 375 N. Dunlap was
here. Remington said several
its Annual induc- Others Were; Eva Davis, Marheld
Society
very successful and largely atother ships carrying the Liceremony in the Blair T. ilyn Terry, Bobbye Collins, Bartion
tended. Some of the guests atberian flag have cancelled
main speaker bara Taylor, Willie Chapman,
tending were: Mesdames Florcommitments in Duluth since Hunt gym. The
RECORDS FOR EVERYONE
A. Maceo Mona Brooks, Irma Cody, Juanwas
program
for the
thee Smith, Rose Mary Marshal
the picketing began.
the Tri- ita Newbern, Bobbie Sanders,
president
of
Walker,
306 Poplar die Lauderdale
Beulah Branden, Freddie HudRemington, who would not
Universal
Life Hazel Walton, Everett McKisand
Bank
State
dleston, Mettle Olyhant, CastelPhone IA, 5-6348
elaborate on his
statement, Insurance company. His sub- sic, Debora Long, Louvenia
The said there were evidences of
NEW YORK, (UPI)
110111initimii111111111111111e111110111111MIIIIIIIINIII
ject was "Are you willing to Clayton, Addie Heard, Marian
former chairman of Inland discrimination against the port,
Evans, Emauele Turner, and
pay the price?"
Steel Co. said some corpora- which began accepting ocean These members of the society Peggy Marmon.
tions are guilty of "featherbed- vessels with the completion of
discussed the principles of the We truly congratulate these
ding . . . at the top manage- the St. Lawrence seaway.
students who are continuing to
Meanwhile, an organization National Honor Society. Misses hold the
ment level" by overpaying
line.
Dukes,
Carolyn
Jones,
Carolyn
of Duluth-Superior shipping
SUNSHINE, Md. — (UPI)— their key executives.
CONTEST
LaMondue,
WINNER
IsaTerrell
and
Jo
firms
threatened
to sue the
"Let no one tell me that
"It happens to be that my
Longshoremen's belle Hill. The cardinal princi- It's hats off to Rochester
For faster, more complete relief of Ideas are beyond the average because a key executive has International
headache, neuralgia, neuritis pains. person's," Mrs. Margaret his year-end bonus increased Union for $1,000 a day in dam- ples are Character, Scholarship, Payne who won first place in
the mathematics test held retake STANBACK Tablets or Powders. Glover feels.
by $50,000 he will accomplish ages allegedly caused by the Leadership and Service.
cently at LeMoyne College in
society
Inductees
the
inof
STANBACK's S. A. (Synergistic Action)
picketing.
One of the ideas held by the that much more the following
— the combined action of several
cluded; Patricia Banks, Rosan- the field of geometry. The stumedically-approved ingredients in buxom but attractive woman, year," Clarence B. Randall
Quinn, Patricia Smith, Joyce dent is in Mrs. B. G. Barber'i
na
said
in
Dun's
who
Review
said
Idagashe once was a modone easy-to-take dose—eases anxiety
Confer,
Etna Marshall, Nancy class.
#
d tension, starts bringing relief el, is that fresh air has a "sa- gine
Wilborne, Smite Patton, Ber- It is a pleasure for me to
Randall said however the
lutory effect."
ht sway. smefr 80.4 dinie
i
nice Burks, Freddie Ray, Ger- spotlight a versatile young lady
'
s
The Montgomery County number of executives receiving
Test
aldine Gray, Hazel Walton, Ver- today. She is Miss Jo Evelyn
kTA N 8 AC K
"too-high"
juvenile
'shirk
court.
is
small.
ruled
that
Mrs.
against any
na Green, Clara Partee, Same!- Grayson, 18-year-old daughter
Glover was giving too much
preparation
He sale he believed firmly
you've ever
la Cole, Francetta Harper, Ad- of Mrs. Herman Grayson who
fresh
incentives
air
'iat
individual
to
and
six-month-old
Carl
used
die Crawford, Helen Davis, lives at 872 Stafford Avenue.
Hairfield jr., a neighbor's son reward for effort are basic to NEW
YORK, — (UPI) — A Louvenia Clayton, Mae Frances At school
she is chaplain of
she has cared for since short- the free enterprise system. But leading
brokerage house Mon- Westbrooks.
the Senior class, and her home
ly after he was born.
"Incentive is one thing and day placed leisure
at the top
Police found the baby sleep- avarice quite another."
of the list of America's fastest Others were; Percy Wiggins, room class, vice-president of
ing outdoors in a kennel-like
Paul King, Eddie L. Jones, Ar- the Paul L. Dunbar dramatic
growing "occupations".
wire enclosure behind M r s. TERRELL A VP
And it's business too with an thur L. Hicks, Harold Fong, club. She attends Metropolitan
Glover's rural home. The
NEW ORLEANS, La. — Wil- impact on the stock market. Auberny Walton, Charles Can- Baptist church.
child, who doctors said was liam M. Terrell, son of Mr. and The Stock Exchange firm
of non, Evelyn Duncan, Lois Miss Grayson's hobbies are
healthy and clean, was made Mrs. William Terrell, 666 Has- Francis I Du Pont and Co., Hawes, Canary Williams, Lu- writing poetry, driving and phoa ward of the court pending tings St., has been elected vice estimates leisure spending this cille Kennedy, Seland Hubbard, tography. A few weeks ago one
a hearing on the case.
president of the Xavier univer- year will reach $43 bithon, up Beverly Kirklon, Doris John- of her poem'stote
a
11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111101111111111111111 sity Student Council.
$2 billion from 1959.
son, Callie Harmon, Evelyn was carried
Liggins, Debora Long, Eleanor this column, SaAddison, Maude Sartor, and lute to Nat Dee.
Barbara Taylor.
She said her
Still others were; George ambition is to
Jones, Bobby Collins, Elsie enter some field:
entertain—
Lewis, Claudine Stansbury, Wil- o f
lie R. Chapman, U. Grant Har- ment. You know
vey, Markhum Stansbury, John like . . . After 4
Tenort, Jimmie Anderson, Har- graduating she
old Middlebrook, Rivers Man- plans to attend
gum, David Porter, Elizabeth Los Angeles
Graysor
Prudent, Walter Perin°, Wal- City College and
ter Morris, Bernice Smith, Cla- major in English and theatre
rice Dortch, and Annette Nel- arts.
I SPY
son.
Well, as the world awakes
. OLD MEMBERS
Yomrfamily will take new interest in their favorNow you can have easy-toMembers of the honor society from the "season of the sorry
manage, easy-to-style straight
ice cereal when you serve it with double-rich,
Inducted in May 1959 are; Floyd seventh" and embacks upon
hair that won't go back even
Uncats'
young
spring,
the
Bass,
Lawrence
Collins,
David
in hottest, humid weather.
double-delicious PET Milk.There's good counFlagg, Wal:er Hall, Everett Me- met are brimmed with thoughts
Easy-to-follow directions,
money-back guarantee in
Kissic, Ronald Roby, Herbert of love. As the Senior Graduatry cream in every drop of PET Evaporated Milk
every package.
Woody, Mcna Brooks, Irma Co- tion makes ready to set sail,
...lots of luscious richness and creamy flavor.
dy, Irma Dockery, Carolyn I see William Higgins waving
GENTLE stroosgth for woos** and
Dukes, Msrian Evans, Carole good-buy to Evelyn Harbin,
children's longer,finer hair.
And isn't it good to know that PET Milk gives
Melvin Owens to Vivian Owens.
Fields, Add* Heard.
REGULAR strength for men's
Glorine Brown, don't you think
your family twice the_nourishment
Others ire: IsabeUe
shorter, coarser hair.
Etherine Yolt, Carolyn Jones, you ought to tell Charlie Wedofordinary milk? Try it tomorrow
Jo LaMoniee, Sarah Martin, dle who your boyfriend is?
SIC TWO OUNCE JAR $123
*nth n•Utilliiet
Carolyn MlOn, Mary llayhue, Apperwhite Miller, is it true
morning, and see why everyone
plus rid to
Juanita Nether)), Norma Nooks, that there are no happening beCemplet•
George
tween
you
Tate?
and
likes cereal best when you"cream"
SECOND PLACE in the state 100 yard dash, 440 yard dash, H. Alexander. (Back left to Marva
Alice Turner,
Hem* Kit
Track Meet held last week in t(68 yard relay, half mile and right) W. T. Bankston, James Lois Patric:, and Melissa Coop- Mary Gilmore, everybody is
$1 98
it
with PET!
Nashville, Tenn., went to the
mile relays. Awards were also H. Covington, Jerome "Road- er.
wondering who that certain
Booker T. Washington track given to two basketball team
young
man
you
that
alare
is
Advisors
If the society are:
runner" McLellan. Not shown
RI ALL
team. Assistant principal J. members (Left to right front) are Robert Pittman and Jes- Mrs. Bernee M. Harris and ways dreaming of.
OMITS
W. Weetbrooks and coach Ho- Milton Mack. Clarence Leg- se
by Booker T. orles•
Clemens. (Photo
Bernice Ford, don't you think
COWEN
we Alexander present awards gett, Willis Ward, asst. prlr
"PET" Ne.U.S.Pei.Oi.
HONOR ASAIMBLY
esp.ICS.P. Mar alb
it's about time you make up
George Hardin)
to participants in the discus, cipal, Westbrook and coach
Thursday, the students of your mind about who you want?

Research Funds
Given To A&T

Betty Johnson
Typing Winner

Club Notes

I.ik

Blast Pickets
W.
T.
B.
Of 'Aberi,
iun
ship At Duluth School Notes
MARKHUM STANSBURY

PULAR TUNES
EECORD SHOP
Ayaionwo#
HEADACHE

Elect Colbert New
Chrysler Chairman

Who serves cereal

Raps Over Pay
Of Executives

THE WAY FOLKS
LIKE IT BEST?
You do...

Court Takes Baby
Former Md. Model
Kent In A Cage

with double-rich PET Milk!

Say 'Leisure'
Business Grows

1

Straighten
your hair
at HOME in one
easy application!
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2 Prominent
Africans
Give Talks

StorliStops

DEFENDER

Shorthand
Award To
NBC Student
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1

I

Cormpaidesee 2ö

3I0OZIIT MAILS you ever pot. U.S Tour
amne 1 Year 26c World's 561i Tradie
Nth.. Radio City
N
71 W
Dept TO.
IF YOU WANT A HUSBAND, wife.
sweetheart or pen-pal send $1.00 for
• hat of names to 0 H. King. P 0
Box 10362 McKellar Station. Memphis
S. Tenn
MISCILLIANSOUS FOR

eau

1.00 NAME a ADDRESS LABILA $1 MO
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BOSTON — Two prominent Pocket Rubber Stamp
SRC Boo/ Company. Box NA 2233
African political leaders are
Nashville 3, Term.
scheduled to speak this week at
-u. a cones BOUGHT"
the African Studies Program at
Coins, Will Pend Chock. Not Pleased,
Boston University's Faculty Send
Return Check.
Bought
Born at E. H. Crump hospital Son, Robert, to Mr. and M rs. Daughter, Paula, to Mr. and Club.
Balof
311
Harris
Joseph
Serious toq. Invited
Mrs.
Sold
COINS.
S.
Hasting
Robert Burks of 643
APRIL 21, 1960
Miss Annie L. Williams, exKenneth Kauda, president of
Appraised
tic.
Mr.
to
Barbara,
Daughter,
EXCNANOX
and
COIN
PAVATAII
Mr.
Phyllis,
to
Daughter,
ecutive secretarial student of
the Northern Rhodesia United
t90th SS, Flushing M. La.. B. Y.
Mrs. Fred Taylor of 51G Balti- and Mrs. Charlie Wirt of 119 Son, Jackie, to Mr. and Mrs. National Independence Party, 43-44
Henderson Business College,
Member A.N.A.
James Carpenter of 1093 ThomMarble.
more.
Inc., has just received the
will be guest lecturer for the
16-11.12AL ESTATE VOL SALE
as.
Irs.
IS
and
Mr.
Carlos,
to
Son,
coveted "DDC SHORTHAND
APRIL 22
program today while Ronald
STYLIST
Walter
GUEST
—
a
n
d
Mr.
Derrick,
Son,
to
AWARD"
outstanding
for
Daughter, Natalie, to Mr. and Leroy Chambers of 1555 Minnie.
Ngala, a member of the Kenya
CASE TALE&
achievement
in
shorthand Spinks will be the guest hair Mrs. Nathaniel Jackson of 1996 Son, Cornelius, to Mr. a n d Mrs. Charles Means of 658 Ay- National Party and of the legisWILL PAY CASH for property or
•acant
lot.
U priced riaht.
ers.
class this year. This award is stylist for the Western Regional Quinn.
Mrs. Julius Yancey of 536 No.
lative Council of Kenya, will
ILL 7-7736
SR. 3-1240
MAY 3
made on the basis of skill, ac- of the Tennessee Beauticians Daughter, Ophelia to Mr. and Fifth.
E. a. GODWIN A COMPANY
speak on Friday.
13411 Monroe A
curacy, speed of transcription, Association come Monday, May Mrs. Warren Moore of 1607 Son, to Mr. and Mrs. S• T. Son, Gil, to Mr. and Mrs.
Thirty-six-year-old Kaunda,
and the student making the 23. The Meet is slated for Stig- Latham.
James Bradley, of 568 Balti1061 CUMMINGS 6-ROOM
Jackson of 1445 State.
trained
as a teacher, entered
Humboldt,
FRAME DUPLF.X — 11750 Cash
school,
High
all
most progress in
shorthand
Son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs. more.
23
13611 Monroe AvenUO
APRIL
politics
in
1943.
After
founding
1160 00 Meath
during their first year. This Tenn. Classes will convene at Daughter, Denise, to Mr. and Alfred Slaughter of 2034 Nedra. Daughter, Jerri, to Mr. an d
BE. 5-120
J. W. ORS
branch
of
the
African
NationBeautia
p.m.
All
4
a.m.,
to
8
award is made possible by the
Mrs.
Fondren
Jimmie
of
1429
Bit. 6-7713
Mrs.
Mr.
George,
and
to
Son,
Mrs. Charles Augustus Adair of
al Congress in 1949, Kaunda,
K. H. GODWIN lb COMPANY
Dictation Disc Company of New cians are invited to the Hair
So.
Willett.
George, Johnson, jr., of 1426
1363 Monroe A
and Fashion show to be held at 952 B. Lenow.
York.
Daughter, Donna, to Mr. and according to the Central AfriStonewall.
Jerome,
Jerry
Twin
and
sons,
is
Bruce
NEW PRICE DUPLEX
Eunice
Examiner
Mrs.
Rhocan
of
Southern
m.
p.
8
Miss Williams lives in Cam3063 Calvert, Only $500 Down
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Syl yes- Mrs. Ernest Herron of 821 E. desia, became the "most
dein, Mississippi and a grad- clinical director and Mrs. to Mr. and Mrs. Calvin 0. WeaMonthly — Notes Flat
$75
ter Sullivan of 2435 Midwa y. McLemore.
as 2-1146
J. W ORR
pcwerful African other than
uate of Velma Jackson High Josephine Cunningham is presi- ry of 406 Hazlewood.
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and
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Mr.
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and
APRIL
24
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Association.
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ANY
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COMP
School. Congratulations
Miss
chiefs in the Northern ProvSon, Anthony, to Mr. a n d Mrs. Amos Moses of 1447 Col- Robert Dunlap of 923 Olympic. ince".
Ines Sims is secretary.
Williams.
Daughter, Barbara, to Mr.
2—BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
Mrs. Edward Scherrod of 2425 lege.
In 1952 Kaunda was made
Daughter, Marlin, to Mr. and and Mrs. Jessie Daniels of 3079 provincial
Zanone.
organizing secre- BEAUTIFULLY POLISHED baroque mixMrs. Melvin Jones of 1466 Kim- Ford.
APRIL 25
, amethyst, obsidium,
ture of U
later
founded
tary,
100 branch- agate.
postpaid.
V.
other $3 96 pound
MAY 4
Son, Herbert, to Mr. and Mrs. bal.
Brubaker, 63111 W. L-12, Lancaster.
Congress
es
and
of
eventually
Daughter,
Sandra,
to
Mr.
and
Son,
Russell,
Mrs.
to
Mr.
and
David Lyas of 1081 Arnold.
became secretary-general of
JAMERSON'S BARBER SHOP
Daughter, Toni, to Mr. and R. D. Horton of 959 Boston. Mrs. Russell Smith of 24 W. the African National Congress.
f
3333 Park Avenue
Fields.
Pk. 4.914$
Son,
Ronnie,
Mrs
to
Mr.
and
Mrs. Jonas Whitelow of 1349 N.
Son,
Carl,
to
Mr. and Mrs.1
Richard Johnson of 232 ivory.
Willett.
LOIS BEAUTY SHOP
2356 Park Avenue
Son Terron to Mr and Ies Will Harrison of 2113 Curry.
APRIL 26
Appointment
FA. 4-41411
Daughter,
Lois,
to
Mr. a n d
Daughter, Sandra, to Mr. and Irby Leggins of 379 Richmond.
Mrs.
Hanry
Gray
of
592
No.
2
1624
MAY
Mrs. Lee Brunson of
BROWN'S PIANO CO.
Grimes.
Son, Carl, to Mr. and Mrs. Fourth.
EX 7-0525
Charles Harrison of 571 Lipford. Daughter, Blenda, to Mr. and
1391 So. Third St.
APRIL 28
000D PRACTICE PIANOS $75
Daughter, Joycelyn, to Mr. Son, Reginald, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Willie Lester of 1654 HarEasy
and
down
Terme
$7.50
EX. 7-6750 Site, ly [Sundays
and Mrs. Isiah Tate, jr., of 890 Eugene Washington of 1417 nson•
Son, Darrell, to Mr. and Mrs. PHOENIX, Ariz. — (UPI) —
Cummings.
Speed.
Son, Herman. jr., to Mr. and Daughter, Arnetta, to Mr. and Louis Martin of 1939 Castalia. An Army helicopter crashed
MARRIAGE
Mrs. Herman Wilburn of 1143 Mrs. Chester Holden of 794 Wil- Daughter, to Mr. and Mrs. shortly after takeoff from sky
CERTIFICATE
Robert Sanford of 36 So. Or- harbor airport here Sunday inSpringdale.
hams.
woman
a
and
leans.
pilot
the
juring
Forma, GUARANTEED!
Printed
LEGAL,
Born at John Gaston Hospital Daughter, Feleciar, to Mr.
Any State Nantes Dates, Omitted. Used
NASHVILE, Tenn. — I read en by Mrs. Charles S. Johnson, APRIL 30
and Mrs. Dempsey Hardaway Daughter, Betty, to Mr. and passenger.
as Oriviaals, DUPliCatt, COPlell or gifts.
Mrs. Robert Moore of 1626 Riv- Police identified the p ilot as $2 each ithree) 65. Prompt. confidential
an article in a daily paper by who served a Japanese menu Son, Billy, to Mr. and Mrs. of 180 W. Mallory.
postpaid Service.
Lt. Julian Knight, 30, of ScottDr. Peter J. Steincrohn about of Suki-ahi with all the trim- Eddie Thomas of 287 E. Olive. Daughter, Nicole, to Mr. and erside.
was
passenger
NATIONAL FORMS
''Fears." He stated that fear mings including, Chutney, Sug- Son, Norman, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Virgis Johnson of 190 Saf- Daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and field, Ill. His
Mrs. Frank Askew of 1464 De- identified as Elaine Hottovy,
is as natural an impulse as hun- ared ginger and green tea. Luther Gray of 2984 Keltner. farans.
24 of 5120 South Shore drive, P.O. Box 7072, Miami 55, Fla,
ger. He further stated that peo- The dishes were lovely Japan- Son, Tony, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, William, to Mr. and Mrs catur.
Chicago.
most
in
the
hand-painted
afraid—
ese
ple have always been
Lenon Reynolds of 1575 Carne- William Glenn, jr., of 2141 Goff. Son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
Both suffered burns and lacotherwise the human race would subtle colors of green, grey and gie.
Richard
Thompson
of
3426 Dil- erations. Memorial hospital atDaughter, Helen, to Mr. and
beautiful
was
this
Oh,
brick.
and
then
survived
never have
Daughter, Debra, to Mr. and Mrs. Kyle Boddie of 855 Cella. lard.
tendants said Miss Hottovy was
he went on to list the scientific Her guests were largely Texans Mrs. Eddie Draine of 784 St. Daughter, Janice, to Mr. and Daughter, Constance, to Mr.
in serious condition.
names for many fears that you including Dr. Gladys Forde, the Paul.
Mrs. William Thompson of 2288 and Mrs. Edgar Cummings of Knight told police the H-41
Mrs. Clotee Son, M. C., to Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge.
probably haven't ever heard daughter and
1479 Waldorf.
helicopter crashed when the
about. I counted 35 different Hemphill, who was striking in a Emmett Gatewood of, 694 East Daughter, Catherine, to Mr. Son, Anthony, to Mr. and Mrs.
rear rotor mechancism failed
radiant red soft wool suit.
phobias or fears.
St.
and Mrs. Lealon Tatum of 573 James Banks of 1307 So. Main.
The one that is most com- Mrs. Karl Henry entertained Daughter, Ruth, to Mr. and Weakley.
Son, to Mr. and Mrs. Willie
her
club, Mrs. L. C. Granberry of 2797 Son, Gregory, to Mr. and Mrs.
monly known is: Claustropho- again this week for
Streeter of 1558 Miller.
bia (fear of being closed up in the Coterie of which Mrs. John Hale.
Johnny Windess of 587 St. Paul. MAY 5
places — such as being cooped Hope is president. It was, as Son, David. to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Mark, to Mr. and Mrs. Daughter, Angela, to Mr. and
up in an elevator or in a rail- usual, a lovely and lively affair. William Jones of 1151 Mer- Sammie Savage of 3642 Demo- Mrs. Joseph Goodman of 885 N.
road car or plane) but the one Friends of Mrs. John Hull will chant.
crat.
Mansfield.
The latest 1960 census figures
that interested me most was: be pleased to know that she is MAY 1
for Ghana show a total populaSon, Kim, to Mr. and Mrs. Son, Marion, to Mr. and Mrs.
after
improving
being
in
HubMisophobia (fear of contaminaDaughter, Ethel, to Mr. and L. C. Burditt of 1983 Warren. Horace Hall of 883 Looney.
tion of 6,690,730 inhabitants, ac.
tion). I think this fear is pre- bard hospital for a few days. Mrs. Willie Lewis of 660 Fire- Daughter, Hadilian, to Mr. Son, Jerry, to Mr. and Mrs. CAIRO — (UPI) — A blast cording to reports received from
dominating a part of our Amer- and looks just lovely recupera- stone.
of sirens in the major harbors Accra.
and Mrs. William Madison of Frank Sims of 933 Lenow.
ican society. We do not want to ting.
of the United Arab Republic at
Daughter, Shasta, to Mr. and 1096 Tully.
Daughter,
Bridget,
to
Mr.
and
The census tabulation indiaccept peoples of other races, Mrs. Val D. Turner who has Mrs. William Sharop of 1710 La- Son, Jerald, to Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Harold Williams of 105 12:01 a.m. Tuesday brought a
cates
that there are 491,060
been
ill
for
a
while has gone
colors and creeds because of
formal end to the Arab boycott
lapoma.
Robert Toler of 500 Tillman. Tupelo.
persons now living in Accra,
to
visit
with
her
daughter
at
ships.
Misophobia.
Son, Reginald, to Mr. and of American merchant
Ghana's capital.
Central State college in Ohio.
The International ConfederaSPRING IS HERE
Willie
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of
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LaMrs.
Following is a breakdown of
You
may
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her
a
line
in
unions
Trade
Arab
of
tion
Mulberry Winter is a name
celde.
the figures of the various recare of Mrs. Faggett at Box
retaliin
the
boycott
launched
for a short season I have learnDaughter, Cornelius, to Mr.
ation for the picketing of the gions:
ed about since coming to Ten- 110, Xenia, Ohio. I am sure she
and Mrs. Robert Brown of 692
would be most happy to hear
freighter Cleopatra in Eastern Region (excluding Ac.
U.A.R.
nessee but it really does come
Nonconnah.
from
friends.
cra Capital district)
harbor by the SeaNew
York
about the same time each year.
Daughter, Debbie, to Mr. and
International Union.
men's
1,088,843
It came at the right time for Sigma Gamma Rho sorority
Mrs. William Mason of 1711 Ra1,348,844
The New York dock workers Western Region
many of us last week when gave a beautiful Mother's Day
gan.
over the Ashanti
protest
1,108,548
acted
in
our city was full of visitors Tea at The Blue Triangle YWCA
Son, Mark, to Mr. and Mrs.
588,724
U.A.R. policy of blacklisting Brong-Ahafo
from many parts of the coun- at which time Mrs. Helene WilWillie Wilson of 2675 Park.
hoite
had
1,262,164
which have Northern Region
charge of the proships
American
try. The cool evenings brought
Son, Olandis, to Mr. and Mrs.
serviced Israel but finally call- Volta Region
out some lovely minks a n d gram and presented some strik782,547
Clarence Williams of 275 CamHaJapaof
University
the
before
speech
LIn
his
at
the
time
ing
models.
She
has
a
off the picketing.
very ined
stonemartins which our well
•
bridge.
dressed matrons have not been teresting charm studio at her nese - American Council, a co- waii and lived in private homes Daughter, Jackie, to Mr. and Sirens blared simultaneoustime
Japanesegroup
ordinating
of
when
all
bitterly
t
h
e
wept
nome
on
15th
ave.,
South.
in the harbors of Alexandria,
able to wear much during the
Mrs. Sylvester Johnson of 605 ly
Port Said and Suez to signal
very cold winter we had.
Mrs. Cecil Ryan had a hen American organizations in Chi-!tame for them to return home. Brown Mall.
cago, Cong. Daniel K. Inouye, Later Rep. Inouye was t h e
the end of the Arab-U.S. boyMrs. Helen Davis (formerly party last Saturday noon which
first person of Japanese ances- guest of Iry Kupcinet on the Daughter. Flora, to Mr. and cott exchange.
Helen Young) from Boston now, am so sorry to have missed.
try to serve in Congress, de- program called AT RANDOM. Mrs. David Mosley of 280 Gayobut originally from Little Rock, I heard the food was ethereal.
clared that Hawaiians entertain He related in chaste English so.
came as an Alumni Trustee of I know it was because who can
strong belief that they can the broad and healthy race re- MAY 6
Fisk to attend the Festival of serve it up any better than a
make
an essential contribution lations atmosphere in Hawaii Daughter, Andra, to Mr. and
Arts and Music and to meet "Donna." I like to go there
to
the
improvement
of the Unit- and how the Japanese women Mrs. Ulysses Kilgore of 1329
am just there with her
with The Board. Well, / wish when
Horace.
ed
States
relations.
foreign
of his Methodist church brought Son, Kelvin, to Mr. and Mrs.
you to know that our Pastel, and Cecil and we take our
Silver and Autumn Haze minks plates to the stove and serve Inouye was feted at an im- an end to the bachelor days of Willie Williams of 583 St. Paul.
as lovely as they were, could up our own greens and corn pressive banquet, Saturday eve- the lone Negro member of that Daughter, Olia, to Mr. and
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
not possibly approach the love- bread. That's what I call a ning in the Grand Ballroom of church by arranging his mar- Mrs. Richard Callahan of 568 BOON—(UPI)—The Piano on President Eisenhower held an
the Sherman hotel. He had a riage to a Japanese girl. They
liness of her exquisite Chinchil- friend.
Brown Mall.
which Ludwig Von Beethoven unusual Sunday conference with
la Stole.
Beautifully Dressed Women I chance to be united with many now have four children a n d Daughter, Barbara, to Mr. composed many of his major
Secretary of State Christian A.
Mrs. Minerva Hawkins and saw this week — Well, I could of his former members of the "are getting along beautifully," and Mrs. Phillip Telford of 1512 works was destroyed Monday
Herter, presumably about the
1er affable husband (W. D.), not begin to name them all but famed 442nd Regimental Com- he said with obvious delight.
Elliston
when an unidentified man tried
both of whom are Fisk gradu- I did think Mrs. Algier Bos- bat Team of World War II, often The multi • racial composi- Daughter, Beverly, to Mr. to set the historic Beethoven new strain put on U. S. Soviet
ates, gathered the Alumni Trus- well was really attractively cited as the most decorated tion of the Hawaiian community and Mrs. John Hinton of 1461 house ablaze.
relations by the exposure of an
tees together and fed them the dressed at the Maxwell Recep- United States military unit in creates a sort of ethnic balance Pope.
Police did not reveal the American espionage flight into
its
history
size
and
for
length
which makes it difficult for race Son, Floyd, to Mr. and Mrs. man's motive or his identify.
most delicious dinner at their tion for her University of MinRussia.
prejudice and its ugly by-prod- Louis Anthony of 1039 N. Sec- They said he allowed himself
charming home on 18th Avenue nesota guest. Also Mrs. Carrie of service.
Eisenhower met with Herter
Denny who always looks good, The 35-year-old Nisei war ucts to flourish on that soil.
North.
ond.
to be arrested without protest at the White
House shortly afthero,
who
Mrs.
lost
an
arm
while
the
only
not
William
is
Inouye
H.
Cong.
Among those present were
Fort in a loveDaughter, Felecia, to Mr. and shortly after throwing a bag
the prominent Chicagoans, Dr. ly pastel print spring dress and winning the Distinguished Serv- first representative of the 50th Mrs. Albert Robertson of 575 full of burning rags into the er returning from a weekend at
his Gettysburg, Pa., farm.
and Mrs. William T. Ziegler, jacket, Mrs. W. J. Hynes at The ice Cross in Italy, said with state of Hawaii, but also the Linden.
"Bonn Room", where several
Angry congressional leaders,
Dr. L. Howard Bennett of Min- Fisk Choir Concert and Mrs. pride and emphasis that "Afro- first American of Japanese an- Son, to Mr. and Mrs, John of the instruments used by the
meanwhile, demanded a fullneapolis, Dr. John Hope Frank- Matthew Walker who came to Asian people who would come to cestry to be elected to Con- Taylor of 1527 Victor.
master were on display.
scale investigation of the shootlin of New York, who will soon all of the Festival affairs. I saw Hawaii — to work, play and gress. On being accorded this Son, Lawrence. to Mr. a n d
mg down of the unarmed
be going to Australia on anoth- Mrs. Esther Smith coming out study together — would feel high responsibility, he received Mrs. Nathaniel Taylor of 777 Paul.
er Fulbright, and Randall Tyus of a Seminar looking like Vo- very welcome."
the greatest majority ever re- Tate.
Daughter, Evelyn, to Mr. and plane which had been obtainof New York Stock Exchange. gue itself in a lovely spring suit He told how a group of 50 corded in Hawaiian political Son, Christopher, to Mr. and Mrs. James Scott of 1531 Ham- ing intelligence over Russia
near the Turkish border.
Mrs. George Mathis of 715 St. ilton.
IS'ashvillians included the I. T. of grey blue and approaching African leaders who spent some history.
It was Herter's first meeting
Creswells and the J. R. Smoth- her green Cadillac.
with the President since the
ers.
THOUGHT FOR THE WEEK—
secretary returned from a
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Gallo- This is an original thought
beNATO council meeting in Turway staged a unique house par- cause I received such a
nice
key. Herter presumably reportty the other night. They pre- note of thanks from Mrs.
Elizaed on that session as well as
sented all their guests with iden- beth Reed of Cameron
school
discussing the plane incident.
tification cards and listed the and also of The Chums.
She
4
Meanwhile at Milledgeville,
rules of "Apartheid" which ap- took time out to say a
few
Ga., the wife of Francis G.
plied to their guests during words of kindness also.
So,
Powers Sunday denied any
the evening. It was a really "An Expression of
Appreciaknowledge of "spy activities"
interesting bunch who gather- tion can be the boost that
carby her husband, the Ameried for a gay evening.
ries one from task to task with
can pilot, who was shot down
Among those present were the exhilaration." Don't
et.
forget to
in the plane over Russia.
Freemans, Mildred and daugh- send us your news. We do
apter, Lurelia, Dr. and Mrs. Han- preciate it.
MrE. Barbara Powers arrivson, who are back for a while
ed at. the home of her mother
from The Virgin Islands, Mr.
Sunday from a flight that beand Mrs. Albert Thompson, Mr.
gan in Turkey where she had
and Mrs. Harold Thomas, Mr.
been hospitalized with a broken leg.
and Mrs. W. D. Donnelly, M.
Mrs. Powers, "had a very
W. Day, Dr. and Mrs. Vivian PENSACOLA,
Fla. — (UPI)
trying trip" and was under
Henderson, our popular bache- —Clennon King, a teacher
who
sedation, according to Bill Millor Nathaniel Williams. There once tried to integrate the
troop, formed. la front, from left to Bringing up the rear, from
Uni- SCOUTWARD HO! The Roy warts make up
of Lockheed Corp., her
ler
were others, too.
versity of Mississippi and now Scout Troop No. 141, Scout- shown above holdia$
ctrar- right are Wayne Jones. Arthur let: are Daniel Stewart, Geo.
husband's employer. "She askDinners and parties galore is running for President of the master 8. Jones, (far right) ter, dating hack to,
. All Relliford, Michael Williams, Gant, jr., Rooker
Camper,
ed that I speak for her," said
were given for Mrs. Forde from U.S., went on trial here Mon- recently received their second but four of the boys
their William McKinney, Charles Richard Jackson and Larry
Mine-, who boarded Mrs. PowHouston and Mrs. Adkins, both day on charges of disorderly class scoot cord. The troop is uniforms by virtue
selling Eason, Lanny Robinson, Louis Camper, (Stiff photo by Billy
plane in Washington and
ers'
have
of whom
daughters teach- conduct in connection with his housed at the Mt. Olive Ca- Tri-State DefenderSum, Leroy Jones, 'Ronald Forrest, Duncan.)
acting as the "family spokesis
ing here. I enjoyed the one giv- fund-raising campaign.
be uni- Fred Hill and Mr. Jones.
thedral. Twenty-three stal- Jones, said they
man."
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Get n On The Biggest Want-Ad Bargain In Town ! T14,1„. 15

Have You A Car For Sale, Apartment Or Room For
Rent, Real Estate For Sale, Birth Or Death
Notice To Be Announced, Household Goods You Need
Help In Your Home Or Business, Fu
rniture That You Would Like To Dispose Of, Or, Woul
d You Like To Advertise Your Business

3 Lines For Two (2) Weeks
3-REMODEL REPAIR PAINT
nooru4o. , rats repaired Stop tot

Memphis Business
Service Directory

.70
"BY

tI§s5iti

East 33rd St.

Lorain. Ohio

mut

ELECTROWARMTH
BLOMBERG
1,

Mich.

Owner &

WRECKS
REBUILT

DAY, NIGHT

Auternebile Body
and

Painting

411- I-ITS!

21" Glass Picture Tubs

$31.011

1.7- Giese Picture Tube
Installed

1111.96

Service
473 Linden Ave. JA 7-0321
Dewey's Auto

City

57 YOU WANT TO UBEAIITIT17L visit PRIENDLT BEAUTY SHOP 1355
Thomas: Addle
Grant May. - Giggle
Lester, Operator.

THE AMAZING "MAGIC
POWER" OF NUMBERS!

SECRETARIAL TRAINING

Night &

319 UNION AVE. - MEMPHIS
RETREADING SPECIALISTS
PHONE JA. 6.5118

Key

Day Classes

Processing

repeat

Shorthand
Accounting

HENDERSON

Women with sales ability to sell advertising...

need

men

sales.

and

women

Permanent

year

for

connection,

round, full

time

protected

leads.

Business

Memphis, Tennessee

CLASSIFIED

12 Noon

*
*
*
*
*

Monday

Miscellaneous

15c per agate lint
5 words to a line
2 lines
30e
3 lines
45c
4 lines
60c
5 lines
75c
51
/
2 PT. SAME RATE as 1 line
ordinary type.
SAME RAY2 as 2
100%

18 PT.

No experienc e necessary. g ram mar
school education usuall'y sufficient
Permanent lobs, no layoffs, short
hours high pay. advancements. Send
name, address. phone number and
Um* home
Tri-State Defender, P.O.
Box 311

DEADLINES

Want Ad
RATES

No guarantee can be given as
to position

1113

column. T.

F.

change

in

rate

without

notice.

Nam ordinary type.

bers - the words comprising

SAME SAYE es 4
Bogs eedloary type.

the address - whether name

24 PT.

36 PT.

SAME
RATE AS
7 hem
erdiala
ErPe

Cancellations of want-ads can
be given until 12 noon Saturday. Copy cancelled after 12
noon Saturday will be billed
at regular rates.

The Tri-State Defender box
number - will be charged for
as part of the advertisement.

492
The Tri-State
forward

Defender

will

to out of town

ad-

vertisers

mail

received

N• of Linen

Thee

a

60c

3

45c

90c

4

60c

1.20

Per
Insertion
Per
75c

Line
CLASSIFICATION

Repairs Estimated Here
24 Years In Piano Tuning
and Rebuilding
BREWER
JAckson 6-28$5
1•11•11.

411•1•1.•

1

Figure
5

TELEPHONE

ADDRESS

CITY

check

Average

Words To
The Line

(TWO

NAME

11

1.50

Piano Warehouse Sale

SPECIAL SERMONS
4 for $1.00 - 10 for $2.00
Easter Series - 9 ter $2.00
National Sermon Supply
104 N. Dalrymple
Milton, Michigan

LINE MINIMUM)

••••••••

-

•
Tri-State Defender
Dept.

Please send
Of
Money Order to ...
Kindly Address All Your Replies to the Classified Ad
236 SOUTH WELLINGTON
MEMPHIS,

=1111

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Specializes

REBUILT I S.M. electric tYPewiller still
In factory crate $70.00. Guaranteed.
SouthsIde ktr:nting, Box 6491. DT. Huntington 3, West Va.
it-AllOAD4--tiERCH&ND1BE - CATALOG.
Huge discounts, Low wholesale prices.
Big woney saving catalog 25c
(refundable). $ & J Co Box 434, Levittown 9,
Pa.
ADULTS, INTERESTING MAIL. Earnings,
Photos, booklets, catalogs $1 refunded
65e (lift with order. Alvin - Box
354-Ts11 Hicksville, Long Island._ N. Y.

1

GL. 2-9507

GL. 2-5474

Best Deal In Town

CROSSTOWN
BR 4-4550 - BR 4-4551
Local
4

And

Long

Distance

Special Service
ATTENTION!

Diabetic Sufferers
Others

Have

Immediate

Gained

Relief

With

Frank Wilson Home
Remedy

Female Help Wanted

PLATFORM $2995

WOMEN
SEW
EASY
READY-CUT
ao-A-Rounci
Aprons
Home
Earn
826 16
Dozen-Spare
Time
Write ACCURATE. MEOWS
REEPORT, NEW YORK

ROCKER

YOUR CHOICE OF
*

NYLON

OR

* NAUGAHYDE

Moorman's
1576 Getwell

80 LOANS & MORTGAGES

MAIDS TO $50 WEEK.
Guaranteed
jobs, best working condition
s. FREE
room, board, uniforms.
Tickets sent.
A-1 Agency. 100A Main
St.. Hempstead,
Long Island, N Y

Maids $35-$60 Week
Maids

needed
tor better homes in
New York, New Jersey. Boston, Mass.,
Hartford. Conn ,
and
am,
Al.. Guaranteed lobs, treeBirmingh
room
board Save money. Tickets sent. and
Call
or w!Ito,
LUCKY STAR EMPLOYMENT
AGENCY 1630 4th Ave.. N.
Birmingham
Al/ FA 2-5746 A SOUTHERN
Agency -.erviog SOUTHERN People.

Situations Wanted

EFFICIENT

WOMAN

Desires Job As Typist Or
Secretory.
Experienced
As
Switch-Board Operator. Will
Also
Take
Typing
In
My
Home. Coll Between 8 A. M.
And 12 P. M.

We show you how FREE! to
secure lists of slow pay accounts from doctors, dentists,
grocers, sanitarinms. lumber
companies, garages, etc. All
you do Is send them to us ..
for our experienced collection
service. We pay up to $1,25
a name. No delay. Write to.
day.
GENERAL FINANCE
304 Pickwick Bldg.
Kansas City 1, Mo.

WH. 6-5452
MRS.

PAYNE

ELSIE

-Quick Loans
Automobile,

Furniture

Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our courteous treatment and desire to
help you.

"Open Thursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.

VALUES GALORE! Sales Boot tlia, Citefund &Wel with coupon.
ALTON
WAY-MART 81, PA.
I 3 WAYS TO MAICE MONET AT HOME,
where to buy material and how to
manufacture cheaply Send el 00 Manufacturing Specialties, Sicklerville. N J.
-..

Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
oixif fir.ia.:cf
Home owned - Home operated

DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
-We like to say yes to your
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by the
State Department of Insurance end
Sank mg
2 LOCATIONS
111 S. Man
JA. 5-1131
112 Madison
JA. rrell

CHILD 'CARE
ents work.
BR. 4-7611.

in my home while parJ. Wright, experienced.

TYPING done in my home. Short term
Papers and stencil cutting acceptable.
WH. 841167
WOULD LIKE to have five days or less
house work or job as babytatt er. Mrs.
Roeemand WIllIam,
WIL 3-5060
ROUSES FOR RENT

ORANGE

MOUND

2352 Progress At
Lamar
Snooping
Center. Melrose School 5 rooms and
bath Only $5500 - Must Sell
1140 MARECHALNEIL
Beautiful, 10 rooms, 3 baths, many
extras in 'lay fine home
6 UNIT APARTMENT
1057 So
Wellington. North of McLemore. Completely furnished.
Mrs sd PopperMelmer - GL. 2-1707
Kemmons Wilson Realty Co.
3742 Lamar - GL. S1 -3.334
1165 SO.

YOU

WELLINGTON

PEA

CAN YOU USE

CASH?
CITY FINANCE
MORE

APPRAISED
Thla Is a very tine white stucco bungalow
,
heat 6 rooms arid tile bath downstair
s and
very beautiful paneled den or bedroom
upstairs. Forced air heat in large basement Hardwood floors Fenced rear
lot.
Garage Price 111.000 00. 43,150.00 cash
Including closing cost Shown by appoint, ment. C W Henry. BR. 54310.
WI:son-Galbreath Co
Realtors

GROUND FLOOR

STERICK BUILDING
• WHIRI MIES WU YOU
GOT PRIFERINfiAt
SERVICE

22 Furnished Rooms
Room for rent furnighed 03 anfttrnists
ed WHItehaff 8-8316 1342 LuthlUn Street
Call after 6:30 or before '1:00 A. M.

ORANGE MOUND
HOTEL
Free Transportation To and From
Airport. Depot, Bus Station. Etc.
GOOD FOOD
In Our Modern Restaurant
Harry Holmes, Owner

2401 Park Avenue
FA 7-9253
He sum

City

Insured Moving

SPECIAL FOR
u THE WEEK!

MAKE MONEY
FROM THE START

I don't tests any home ell, Or solves any letters
to lock InT the right sign ad the right name.

In

Rates

T

Opportunities

COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUA:ANTEED OR NO CHARGE

Flat

R•

Bleaching

KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL la back after •
long time of being away and at last she Is
back to stay hi her new home
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Have
Too lost tattle in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are yes
Is bad health? Are you sliscseresed, El any of these are you;
problems. come let MADAM SELL advise You at ones. ithe
will read the to you just as she would read an open book
Tell yen why your job or business Is not • success If you have
failed le as. rest tome see MADAM BELL at one..
Located os Highway 11 South, lust over Mississ
ippi State
Line. es the way to Berland.. Her home is S blocks below
where she used to stay chin aside the DeSoto Motel. Bit sure
to look tor the RED BRIM HOUSE and you'll ?Ind her there
at all times. ISb• sever lad 22 attic, In West Memphis
Catch renew bus waited Whitehaven State Line and get
ea at Stems Line and wall $ blocks and tee MADAM BELL'S
HAND SUM.

W. P. SHELTON

F •

NEED CASH?

in Hair Styles Of
Al/ Kind

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)

Quality

WE NEED names. Will pay you 25c per
neat,' for obtaining them for our mail- ‘,.‘,
r.vans Ave.
inc list. Complete Instructions sent for .
Chicago u. in.
Phone LI. 11-150.1
31.00. Harry M Young, 91'1 Broad Street,
Bristol. Tennessee.
"Amethyst pendants, earrings, bracelets, HELP WANTED,
Male, Female
61.23 each item, postpaid. V. Brubaker,
5318 W 1,-12. Lancaster, Calif."
WOMEN SEW EASY READY-CUT
WRAP-A-ROUND
APRONS
HOME
Earn $26 16 Doren-Spare Time
CUSTOM MADE
Write-Accurate Mfr's.
FREEPORT. NEW YORK
U • REFINISHED
We have openings for salesmen to
RESTYLED
sell MaJor Household Appliances. NO
EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY.
1657
• ANTIQUE
Lamar - BR. 4-8050.
RESTORED
MERCHANT MARINE JOBS;
Men and Women (all ages). $100
• REPAIRED
Weekly for beginners. Travel. Un'untied Opportunities,
NO THSCRIMINATION ALLOWE
D
Act et once.
Offer Limited.
P4-11 Details 25c
Box 501-BB
Reading, Mass.

Booth, For Rent
A good business in downtown locanon
Suet* Walker
JA. 5-0997
Resident - PA 4-5001
12 Business

Complete

Lowest

AMAZING. LISTED for life for 25cPaying out dimes- Quarters. dollars Stop
one time listing Your name in our for
files
should keep your box full of interesti
ng
offers, free samples, big mall. etc for
1
life. Details for telt-addressed
stamped
envelope Andy's Trading Post. Route 3-T.
Brian Car. N. C.
(61)

FA 7-0744

SUSIE'S BEAUTY SHOP
212, Hernando

Bear 9 a tu te 9 p.m.
Readhege nily OROS OR allidayll
TENNESSEE !

TR2

Upholstering, Inc.

•-•

Tones

30c

Toes am, eels head or
tatte
sboos•f-Aer coin! Anytime, Any se yew
elate
-A startling statement, a Do
ling performance. This easily less startmastered
teohnique in • copyrighted
manual sent
rest
immediately tee $1.
AFRO-PUP.
CRAFT. Row 1115-0, Sekesegrort
1, Conn.

West Peterson Chicago 45, Illinois

For

E-Z STORAGE & VAN CO.
JA. 7-2597
JA. 7-2597

N

We specialize in gool used pianos.
610 down will put a piano in your
home. FREE DELIVERY
Holliday Capri Piano Sales
1190
Linden
BR. 5-0356
Also
Nights is Sundays.
BR. 5-0356

PIANOS TUNED

.
9r.
"
41

2

Sale Misc.
THE LAW OF AVERAGES
"BE JAMMED"
For

Vance Ave. - JA 7-4917

111 MAIL IN YOUR CLASSIFIED ADS
15c

3432 Prospect ATs.
Suite 100
Cleveland, onto

OFFICIAL UNIVERSITY TUNER

dressed to our address, but
the excess postage is to be
charged to the advertiser.
W"2
.
"Ir"Fr".

HELP

BISHOP BAKER

11 Special Services

ad-

--11W"1111TIF?"111??W`511r1Erne'llr"Fle"lr'nEr'FF'

Memphis Refrigerator
Service
1004 Joseph
JA 7-0016

Tinting

ELECTRONIC
HYPNOTIZER 514 00
Z
Translator Radio
- $111.95. Pocket
Gun - $11.98 - Extra 39 caliberear Goa
shell's
.1.50 each - Radio
Wilkie
1905 - Any Radio TV Tubs - Talkie
each.
ransworld Elestronics - Pat $1.00
raftc• nos
155 - Indio Canfornla.

Are you worried over
Monty
strange unnatura) evil Influences? matter',
Are 'mu
i nen Write Bishop Baker Enclose
$1.00 love offering. There is help tor
your I
troub'ed soul. You can be successfu
l. Writs

Business & Practical
Art College

and street or telephone, or
SAME SATE AS
5 Hoes eedistery
tfitc

ST.

WA 4.2133

SPIRITUAL

GRIGGS

Tri-State Defender box num-

FOR BLESSED AMULET, YELP
zuoterr.
UNCROSSED. RUSH
42.00 DONATION
NOW:. JOY PEACE MY PEOPLE
WE
LOVE 80 %CUM CRICAGO 53.
ILL. ..
309 E. 47th

i

Accounting
Secretarial
Office Machine
Refresher Course
Modern Equipment

Day & Evening
Classes

(Till Forbid) orders subject
to

JA 6-4751

Men, Women, 18-55
To Train For
Civil Service Jobs

TRI -STATE DEFENDER
Post Office Box 311

Rev. C. W. F. Jefferson
Brings You I Am
.
unk
. CHRIST
MOSES
Alin
SINAI
.
ZION

College, Inc.

530 Linden Ave.

bonus plus commission.
Act promptly. Give three references. Write:

Salary,

1

mks.: mikow

Punch

Data

FREE ESTIMATES
ON
• Refrigerators
• Washing Machines
• Freezers
• Dryers
AND
ALL SMALL APPLIANCES

MIA Clyde Ave.
Chick,. M. M.
MIT LOVERS. NOW it VOW,
CIANCE
TO COLLECT UNUSUAL. POSTCAR
DS, 22!
FOIL $1.00 START YOUR COLLECTION
BATTERY POWER
NOW. SINGLE CARD ta CENTS.
AND MOTOR EUNICE!
SOX in, •NSON1A STATION N. P. 0.
Y.
23
Instant stare in any weather
N. V
Keen
batten.. fully charged In 50 below sero
flit 100 QUESTION • ANSWERS TO cold
You'll play !OUT radio all
.
pass orrittes tea for !rivers license in winter with fear of battery failure
More
NILIV YORK STATE Send ft
cents to winter miles per gallon on gas Blaring
ewer east we matting and handling -new power, pep. BIG
PROFITS
FOR
plus NO addressed • stamped en/vela*
. AGENTS! Send 51 95 for sample and de'
SET _ R PRODUTS CO. BOX
And get FREE 30 day supply
122 tails__. .
ANSONIA STATION, NEW YORE 23. of TRACI! NI Potency Tablet.)
A MenN. T.
tal arid Pep Stimulant - the very best.
We win •Iers Include free ot charge the Thou - 4920 Vernon
Chicago 37, 111.
holosed Livesse Holder witli every order
reefiv ed.
RESTORE "PEP" with extra pep formula
HOW TO WT211
LOVE.
MONEY, ETC. $1.00 esturicable. Ed Rumbolz Pleasant
Send birthilste and dime for information
Dale Nebraska.
sealed, 81105.
13104th
Ave., Chicago
H•ghtli Ili.

Typing & Filing

I We

I tactual", Siseret Pilaster Code, Favorabl
e
Numbers arid Crays • Combinative
Code(
3 01.11 rillItlfel. ele. Pelee
MOO.

VICTORY

Wide TV derylee
9904 Chelsea

TRI-STATE DEFENDER WANTS
MEN AND WOMEN
Who Can Sell CLASSIFIED And
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
Men and

APPI,IANCE SERVICE

Post $1 00 NOW. Nem envelope
POSTTIVE PROOF! Health Center. brines
laide Road, Dublin. Ireland (7 hours AdeAirmail)
-

COMPLETE

TIRE SERVICE CO

I

THE BARGAIN
Center. 1334
Smith St., Charleston, ,Vest Va.
Be Wise, send 25 cent for catalog
of 1000 books, 35 cent up today.

SPIRITUAL ADVISOR

NOW

SUNDAY

MOVING

MEXICAN DIVORCE or marriage, valid,
quick easy Details
either
one
$2
BOX 60a 'Milani, BC, Mexico
‘59:

THE RUMTOREX CO.
239 1. 1 15th St. - Boa 17
NEW YORK 29. N. Y.

STOP SUFFERING! 1 I

TV Service

Work

ENROLL

Operator

2639

Checks Please),

MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE

(Cosh! "so rstittil
Director
Eimer L Hubbard, M.A.
JE 5-6161
4448 Weshi notion
&look 8, Me.
.....e......2.--(......40

13 Instruction

Low Rates - Insured Movin
g

Take New RUMTORFX And Enjoy Life A FOR SALE, JACKS, TOOLS. AND COMpie.? e nactment to run a garage. Win
dietary preparation RUMTOREX takes a
where nature leaves off A PHYSICIAN'S rent building to reliable person JAckson
FORMULA. Only $5 00 for a 2-week sup- 0-0208
ply. Money-back if not satiated after 3
bottle Send CO D. Check
Money 1,000.000 BOOKS 10o Ischl Free Cataor
Order NOWI
logs Mailway. Box 114-T, NYC-9.

Veterans Appreved
Rehabilitation Students Weleensed
Ow,of-town &Woofs livrif•d

House

Brick Front, Back And Front
Yard.
WH. 64385

cts

weallIMM

Of Play. (No

M MOVERS
MU. 3-0911

Protifelleo Yes carry I. Veer Purse
Startle and distract prowlers.
wrenbe attackers with this Cleverly
designed
Ball
Point
Gun Fires .72 caliber blanks with H.
Its loud reoort•
be heard for mile3
$4
around. No permit "
"
.
I
needed.
Airmailed piesipield
completely aczernbled from our fie(my In Europe. Send II g5 eark
money ordcr or clerk to:
HOLLYWOOD IMPORT Co,

95

BUSINESS SERVICE

Accounting, tuskless Adatkeeereiiwn,
Business Machines, Secretarial, ISM
Key Nook, Personality Development,
ChM Service, Reel Estate end
Court Reporting Course*
Sino• tvAss
bey 114 Emits Clans

-HOUSES FOR SALE

Lovely 5-Room

Iv HUMBER Card. Daily Vibrations
For Any Event - CUBA, RACE
MUTUELS, STOCKS S. BONDS.
Solite, Etc. State Your Choice.
Send $2.00 With Birth Date, Full
Nome And Your Favorite Method

DIstinctivetY eerving the Midwest with

FOR SALE

-

Burt Lake

4C40.IL IR... W:. are IL

REPAIRS ON ALL MALE
Sewing Machines, NO Service charge
in city. All wort Guaranteed. Call
RAH Home Service
1557 Lamar Avenue
BR. 4-6050

Henrietta
Martin

I

VICTORY SERVICE
77261 So. Clyde Ave.
Chimps 49. III.

FREE PARKING IN REAR

Bed Warmer For
Pains
Aches.

Science Of Numerology. RESULTS
Will AMAZE You With Our Week.

Hauling

M&

.411111111.01111111111MilIn
I

us la in 'SIAS INS Ilt '5.4 qrs.

790 Yonkers Ave.
Misr Central Ave.) Yonkers, N. Y.

MARTINS FISH MARKET
1020 MISSISSIPPI BLVD.
Fresh Seafood Daily

NUMBERS"

RATINGS Through The

„

,DVERTISINO SPECIAL"'LES
• PRINT‘NO
MINIXOGRAPILINO
• RUBBER STAMPS
SEALS
• DECALS
CALENDARS

Bank Terms

AMA/ING "BAR POINI GUN

INSTRUCTIONS

Gil Gabrielll
YO, 9-4462
BET-R PRODUCTS CO.
"A World of Voile's"
• AUTO SCHG0-. ,
1 ,40,1*

E. Hunter Construction
Company

FA. 7-3966 Anytime

INQU/KZEI WANTED Raz*
AND
burglar alarm rystent. Efficient and inexpensive Por home and business Shelton
Distributing Co 1199 Linden Office No 105.
Phone BR. 64495.

0
.1
-.111••••••••••11111m••ara....

THE

NUMBER

GEORGE PALINKUS
11121-TRI

Moving &

30

ep •1 I tines-1 color (Slack or Slue/
11/Usinelt Cards • APPt. Cards
Personal Cards
El.6,6 value at the new low Orloff Of
$315 Per 1100
Write niii for sample cards and vizi.
chart BUSINESS CARD BPECI &LIM

^

A- ANEO

4

1000 Embessed Business Cards
at $3.99

4-SPECIAL SERVICE

ii•x1212 Rooms $995 - 12x20 Garage $435

PHONES JAckson 6-8397
JAckson 6-8398

11-SPECIAL SERVICES

leak
Carpensr
work. floors
leveled.
Ch
Chimneys
gutters cleaned.
n
repaired.
"Mem concrete. plaster do int wan work
Pres est Reasonable price.
T. L Spencer BR. 84043. SR 5.2920.

REMODELING, ADDITIONS

YOU WILL GET RESULTS.

East-Cory Many Costenieness
Suitable
for Prof woman
Call CIL. 2-5547 After 4 p.m.

SR. 6-4515

624 S. Cooper

Ants For Rent
FOR RENT
1556 Sunset-Douglas
Sub-division
One
side of Duplex 3 rms. & bath-hot-c
old
water Gas heater in front room. Price:
$35 month
Phone FA . 4-0872

15 Agents Wanted
GUARANTEED HOMEWORK
Mall out drovship catalog Keep 80 oft
cent from orders
Proven sellers,
tails, sample catalog 51 00 Palinkus. Dr
1621
TSD IC.03rd. Lorain. Ohio.

BEER

5c A QUART

Make It youracif
We show you bow.
Save 00 oer cent on each $1 00. Complete
PRAT instruc.ions 81 30
FREE with order,
carload of other interesting offers. William Brown. Cross Country Publicati
200 [Cast 30th $t New York 16. N. Yons.
NEED
EXTRA
MONS"!
Men or Women Age 21-70 - Sell Family
Droop Hospital Insurance Make Use of
Your 7ontset•
W A Adkins-Metric( Mgr.
Continental
Casualty
Company
JA. 5-53611

The Shelby County June Dai-(television support, includes a
ry Month Promotion Committee I recipe contest by Home Demclubs, live
met recently in the offices of onstration and 4-H
, cow display, milking contest
the Mid-South Milk Producers
dairy princess contest and othassociation, 1319 Heistan place,
er projects designed to tell the
to discuss plans for focusing the story of milk and dairy prodspotlight on milk and dairy ucts and urge their use by conproducts during the Nation-wide
sumers.
June Dairy Month Promotion The Chairman announced the
Program.
appointment of Leo W. Smith
session. Left Sweet of Hamilton and CaroAccording to Mrs. Frances of the U. S. Department of Ag- AFTER TRIP to Birmingham gained from the
STEEL DESK, gift of the Mrs. M. L. Galloway, left. annual tea for kindergarten
Train- to right are Misses Shirley lyn Jean Davis of Mitchell
Cross
Red
Junior
for
Crain, 1960 June Dairy Month riculture's Food Distribution DiMothers Club of the Galloway way was made by club pres• mothers May 1.
Leadership, Hill of Carver high school, junior high. (Staff photo by
on
Center
Mg
Chairman for Shelby County, vision as Chairman of the PubKindergarten, is admired by ident, Mrs. Rose Brown, at
discuss Georganne Wainwright, Book- Hardin)
representatives of the following licity Committee and made oth- these young ladies
ideas they er T. Washington, Lela Ann
groups attended this planning er committee assignments to one of the many
meeting and
enthusiastically carry out various functions of 0••••••••••••••••*****
pledged their support to this the expanded program for 1960,
promotional program; the Shel- and announced that an additionby County Farm Bureau, Shel- al Committee Meeting will be
by County Agriculture and held on May 16 to finalize and
Home Demertstration Agents, broaden these plans and to
the Consumer Education Serv- work out some of the details.
ice of the university of Tennes- The June Dairy Month ProAfter finishing his formal talk
see, the Mid-South Milk Produc- gram has become one of the 41.••••••••044e40÷114414•••
he
gave a run down on the story
Included in the MO edition For the eighth- consecutive
ers Association, the Memphis largest food sales events in the Friday, May 13
In the Bible we are told that
of
Elizah and Elisha. Then
Dairy Council, Milk and I c e World, according to Mrs. Crain. 7:00 to 8:00, GOOD MORN- of GO-GUIDE TO PLEASANT year, The American Oil C o mElizah
prophet
when the great
Cream Manufacturers and the It is widely promoted by dair- ING FROM MEMPHIS, Featur- MOTORING are personal greet- pany (AMOCO) is distributing
finished his work, his mantle quickly, he turned and said
U. S. Department of Agriculfood stores, restaurants and ing ALMANAC — "Caracas In- ings from 28 Governors and the "GO" through its several hun- Stephen J. Wright, president of fell on Elisha. The Lynch-How- "Stand Up, Howard." Perry
ture's Food Distribution Divi- other retail outlets and also has cident During Nixon's Tour — Commissioner, District of Col- dred selected dealers, in 19 Fisk
university,
Nashville, ard case is somewhat similar. Howard stood up. "I place my
mantle on him," Lynch said.
umbia extending a warm wel- states. There is no charge for Tenn., has been elected to the
sion.
the enthusiastic support from a 1958'
"
John R. Lynch is best known
8:15
to
9:00,
CAPTAIN
KANthis
however
service;
AMOCO
visiting
travelers
come
For :),; years Mr. Howard has
to
all
A wide - scale of special wide range of businesses and orTrombone Player Al their states and territories.
quantities of the book are lim- executive committee of the as a Negro member of the worn that mantle. He has been
events and activities were dis- ganiza ions, including banks,
more than 16,000 member Asso- United States Congress from attacked from within and withcussed by the group for this power companies, machine sup- Ph4ilburn joins the group today Publication of the 1960 issue ited and motorists are advised
Mississippi. However he also
in
the
formation
help
of
to
a
visit
out but always won. At one
for Higher Education.
to
ciation
AMOCO
dealers
travel
of
"GO,"
booklet,
a
was
for
year's program, which, in addi- pliers and other related indusserved as paymaster in t h e
band. He demonstrates his announced by Mrs. Marion H. their free copies now.
jazz
The announcement was made Army with the rank of Major. time they tried to put him in
tion to newspapers, radio and tries.
instrument and joins Mr. And- Jackson, President, Andrew F. GO-GUIDE TO PLEASANT
recently by G. Kerry Smith, ex- Before that he was speaker of prison. He beat that. At anotherson in a duet.
er time the opposition got conJackson Associates, Inc., pub- MOTORING is published annuecutive secretary of AHE, a de- the House of Representatives in trol of the loeve
2:30 to 3:00, VERDICT IS lishers.
machinery only
ally by Andrew F. Jackson AsNational Edu- Mississippi. He was a great Re- to find that when they reachYOURS. A new case begins. A This 68 page booklet is consociates, Inc., 207 Florida ave., partment of the
publican leader and once gave ed
young woman is suing her ex- sidered the most complete travthe Convention they had to
N. W., Washington, D. C., and cation Association.
the keynote address at a Nafinance' father for slander el guide directed specifically
go by him for credentials to
post
organization's
top
to has a guaranteed circulation of The
tional
Convention and acted as get
charging that he made false the Negro traveling
into the convention.
public. It 60 thousand copies.
will be held by Arnold E. Joyal, temporary chairman.
and malicious statements to lists hotels,
In American politics one canmotels and other
colState
Fresno
president of
dissuade his son from marrying travel facilities
It was during his later life not always do what he
that have signthinks
her.
lege, Fresno, Calif. Dr. Joyal that this writer, a student in he should, but on a whole, I
ed agreements with the publishMrs. Ernestine King Jeffries,,science teachers in the United
will become president of AHE the preparatory school of Jack- think Perry W. Howard fought
.11 4:00 to 5:30 EARLY MOVIE ers to accept as guests all wellmathematics teacher at Carver
•
son college (now called Jackson a good fight, kept the
WITH KITTY KELLY, "Little behaved persons, regardless of
faith and
receive
a
weekly
allowance
and
for a one-year term on Septem- State college)
school, Brownsville, Tenn., and
went with other finished his course. He wore
Thoroughbred"
Miss
with
Ann
W.
their
James
race,
religion or nationalthe
traveling expenses.
1 succeeding
ber
students to the Holiness Temple mantle of Lynch well.
Sheridan and John Litel. A ity.
diligent church worker, has reReynolds, professor of higher in
Mrs. Jffries richly deserves homeless waif
Jackson
changes
to
a
hear him speak. MANTLE OF Lynch well.
ceived a grant from the Na- this award for her many serveducation, University of Texas,
"GO" answers many questional Science Foundation to at- ices have been great. She is gambler's luck, love -life and tions tourists and vacationists
Austin.
KALAMAZOO, Mich. —
tend the Summer Institute for Sunday school superintendent of way of life.
would ask about places of acTo serve from June 1, 1960 to
(UPI) — Grace Hayes, 21,
School Mathematics the First Baptist church, the 6:30 to 7:30, RAWHIDE. "In- commodation and attractio:
High
June 1, 1963, Dr. Wright was
cident of the Murder Steer"
Throughout its clorful pages, has been picked as May elected to the executive composition she has held for 12 with Eric Fleming
and Clint
years, mathematics teacher at Eastwood. A steer branded are listed facts on national and Queen at Kalamazoo college, mittee after a nationwide mail
Carver and Chairman of t he with the word "murder" on state parks; places of historic the first Negro ever to regin bailot on April 15. Other new
members of the Committee are
Marriage Counsel of this school. its side appears each time a interest; a ready - reference list in that capacity at
the school.
Lawrence E. Dennis, vice-presShe is a member of the Jack- killing occurs until Gil and of 62 national organizations
Miss Hayes is one of only ident for academic aftairs,
son Alumnae chapter of Delta Rowdy run down the coinci- meeting this year; and many
five Negroes enrolled at Kai. Pennsylvania State university,
helpful tips to motorists.
Sigma Theta Sorority, secreta- dences.
=zoo college. She is a nary to the mathematics area of 7:30 to 8:00, HOTEL DE
and Horace
1011111111111111011M111111101111111111IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII tive of Little Rock, Ark and University Park,
JACKSON, Miss. — 11.11)— mer Gov. J. P.
Coleman, now
the West Tennessee Education- PAREE, "Sundance and the
T. Morse, dean of the General Only
persons of "good moral a member of the
senior
in
music.
majoring
is
a
House of
al Congress and the wife of Outlaw Holiday". Georgetown
college, University of Minneso- character"
as determined by Representatives.
She was one of seven cand- ta, Minneapolis.
Prof. F. E. Jeffries, Haywood loses out in contest to bid for
the
county
registrar
would
be Coleman demanded
dates for the May Queen title One of the oroginal NEA deCounty Agricultural Agent.
to know
greatness when businessmen
permitted to register as a voter
and was elected by vote of partments, the Association
invest
money
to
make
!want
to
for under a constitutional amend- who would decide whether or
Last summer, Mrs. Jeffries
MUNCIE, Ind. — (UPI) — the Student body.
toured countries of Europe it a prosperous community,
Higher Education is composed ment to be submitted to the not a would-be voter had
Miss Hayes was to be crown- of faculty members and admin- people
along with her daughter and Later Sundance finds George- Lase Central airlines had a
of Mississippi in t h e "good moral character." Told
ed Saturday to regin over the istrators from more than 1600 November
that it would be left to the
son-in-law. Her daughter is the towns wins in defeat, for it Baum scare.
general election.
A man called the Lake college's May festival and institutions of higher learning. The
former Susie Jeffries who is will be left as it is.
measure was one of sev- country registrars, he declare,.
now the wife of Capt. William 8:00 to 9:00, DESILU PLAY- Central offices and said he ceremonies.
Among its publications is the eral racial bills approved by "I would hate to know that on
HOUSE, Br -rs.- Sullivan and Ed and a Mr. Baum wanted resemi-monthly College and Uni- the 1960 legislature. Tbe "good man could turn me down from
Johnson of Orleans, France.
LEMOYNE FORMAL
"City In Bond- servations.
versity Bulletin carrying brief mora. character" would be voting bs saying I am a bad
Mr. Jeffries is a graduate of Bagley star in
"What did yen say about a
The annual spring formal at reports on matters affecting added to the
age".
The factual story of a
list of other quali- character."
Lane college and received her
fledging district attorney and bomb?" the clerk demanded. LeMoyme college will be held in higher education.
fications for voting set out in
M.S. degree from Tennessee A.
MRS. E. JEFFRIES
"Baum . . Baum .. . my Bruce Hall, Friday night, May
his fateful decision to explode
I),. constitution.
and I State university, graduat.ity's friend's name is Baum." the 13. This is one of the highlight
oliceYmorakn,,C
Teachers at Fordham universi- ing from both institutions witijsothnestnlYbtrhillioafnt''Npew
A companion
amendment
called replied. "Spelled B- events of the season on the coly ill New York City,.
would let the Legislature prehonors.
Ai .
9:00 to 9:30, TWILIGHT U-M."
lege campus.
further qualifications
This grant which begins July She has received a citationZONE. "The Chaser" with
scrib
FBI agents investigated the
3 and ends August 12 has been from the Baptist WEE Conven-,George Grizzard, John
for voting by law.
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